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NEWS
PAGE 3
Dr. Dave G. Mumby dispels
myths about grades and _
getting Into graduate school.
CUI:.TURE
PAGE 4·
The Culture section answers
the most-daunting massage
questions and columnist Hadley
Rush rants about 2C drivers.
OPINION
PAGE 6
Opinion writer Michael J.
McLaskey and guest writer
Jerilyn Grow speak their minds
on the controversial "Plan B"
emergency contraception pili.
SPORTS
PAGE 7
Get your update on Boise
State volleyball.
College football's best
place-kicker visits Boise.
ONLINE
Post your comments online at:
WWW.ARBITERONLINE.COM
Check out Francy Marcotte's
new podcast, Live In the City
of Trees.
ON CAMPUS
FRIDAY:
Study Abroad Fair
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Students can
talk with past participants,
meet study-abroad
representatives who will explain
all the options available, find
out about scholarships and
financial aid for study.
Call 426-3652 for Information
University Pulse broadcast -
Listen to It every Sundayl
12 p.m.-12 a.m.
Boise State University's student
radio station has re-Iaunched
as University Pulse, with
programming on AM730.
The current program lineup Is
an eclectic mix of music and
talk. Check It out on-line.
WEATHER
----------------------------
FRIDAY
High: 89F / Low 62F
SATURDAY
High: 86F / Low 56F
SUNDAY
High: 78F / Low 54F
CONTACT
----------------------------
NEWS
(20B) 345-8204 x 102
news@arblteronline.com
OPINION
- (208) 345-8204 x 112
letters@arblteronline.com
CULTURE
(208) 345-8204 x 104
culture@arbiteronllne~com
SPORTS
(208) 345-8204 x 103.
sp?rts@arbJterollline.com
ADVERTISING
(208)345-8204 x U8 .. .
bUslness@arbiteronllne;com·
.College of
Engineerin
BY BARRY FRANKLIN able to run a course, like a course
News writer you would run at basic training
and they want to be able to as-
certain weather or not they're
expending more energy than
the clinicians think is reason-
able. We can put increasingly
smaller devices on and main-
tain the same information,"
Simmons said.
Peter Sandor graduated from
Boise State's engineering pro-
gram in May 2005 and is current-
ly working in motion monitorin
at Tenxys.
He participated in an int
ship with Tenxys from Dec.
through May 2005.
"I really like what
ing: the project I'm
on, I get to design a
to see the finished
Sandor said.
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Boise State's College of
Engineering moved up from No.
19to No. 12in the 2007 edition of
"America's Best Colleges; which
Is published annually by U.S.
News.
According to Cheryl
Schrader, dean of the College of
Engineering, the ranktngs are
based on reputation as gradu-
ates go out and make names for
themselves.
Dean Schrader and Boise State
are looking at how to.take care of
some of the issues that will re-
flect a rise in rankings while fo-
cusing on students.
"They're [the University] not
doing those things because of
the rankings; they're looking
at freshman success; Schrader
said.
What Schrader finds most ap-
pealing about being No. 121s the
raise In recognition for Boise
State's engineering program and
the resulting widening of its per-
spective students.
"We are capturing the atten-
tion of other deans across the na-
tion," Schrader said. -
Notoriety gained by the rise
In ranklngs also finds its way
outside of the University. Layne
Simmons is chairperson of the
advisory board to Boise State's
College ofEngineerlng and Isvice
.president and CEO of Tenxys, an
Eagle-based engineering firm
working with telemetry
"We've hi done
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. David Araujo
. In Boise State's
program. He works
William Knowlton
researching surface char-
acterization with an atomic
force microscope.
"You use a little tip that bounc-
es along the surface and you get
an image that way,"Araujo said.
"You can directly Image at-
Boise State sets
enrollment record
COURTESY
BOISE STATENEWS SERVICES
For the ninth time In the last 10
years, Boise State University has set
an all-time state enrollment record
for higher education institutions in
the state of Idaho, with a fall enroll-
ment of 18,876- an increase of 277
students overall.
Boise State grew by 132 gradu-
ate students, an increase of almost
9 percent, and 187 undergradu-
ates, an Increase of more than
1 percent. "The value of the Boise
State education Is validated by an-
other all-time state enrollment re-
cord,' said BoiseState President Bob
Kustra. "Evenin a strong job market,
people are opting to pursue their
undergraduate and graduate educa-
tions as the key to their future. The
record number of students choosing
BoiseState Isfurther evidence ofour
academic quality through learning
In both the classroom and research
laboratory."
The report comes following the
lOth day of classes in which the
state's institutions of higher educa-
tion are required to report enroll-
ment numbers to the State Board
of Education. In addition, the 13,716
full-time equivalent students Is an
increase of 203 from last fall's en-
rollment, with significant growth
among the number of minority and
out-of-state students. Both head-
count and FI'E numbers represent a
1.5percent increase.
Mark Wheeler,. associate. vice
presidenr ioi"student affairs' -and
dean of 'enrollment services, not"
ed that since 1996' Boise State has
..~by more ilian3,700studenfS
(25 percent) and its llTB numberbas.
increasedby31 per~ent~t
~etlri:lespan, BoIseStatebllsb.een .
raising its admissions standards -
now the highest among Idaho's pub-
lic Institutions - to manage growth
and increase student success.
The University denied 815 stu-
dents degree-seeking admission for
this faIl semester. Other. points of
emphasis about this fall semester's
enroIlment include:
• The number of full-time graduate
students Increased 23 percent, from
434 to 533.
• Boise State's freshman class of
2,261 Is a record, up 3 percent from
lastfalI.
• The number ofminority students
Increased: Hispanic/Latino, 9 per-
cent (from 1,056 to 1,154); black/
Afrlcan.American, 7 percent (237 to
254); Asian, 7 percent (529 to 564);
Native American, 8 percent (185 to
200)with an overall minority enroll-
mentlncrease of 8.3 percent (2,007
to 2,174).
• . Students taking online class-
es grew 31 percent (from 2,219
to 2,902).
"Enrollment this semester Isposi-
tive from many perspectives," said
Wheeler. "The numbe f dlti al
students was manag ·ble, a em-
Ic quality contlnu to Increase,
ethnic and geographic diversity im-
proved and the biggest percentage
increases occurred at the graduate
and upper-division levels, where
the Uriiversity has the capacity. It
wasn't just that we grew; It was how
we grew." Boise State offers stud-
ies In more than 190 fields of inter-
est. Undergraduate, graduate and
technical programs areavai!ableln
·eight' ciilleges:APplied Tediri01ogy,
Arts and Sciences, Bminess and
Economici;EdUtationiHnst#eerii1g,··
Graduate .Sttidies; aealtl.tS~ences, .
Social ~clences ilJ1dPublicAfflllrs; ~..
Boise State University moved from No. 19 to No. 12 in the national
rankings of engineering schools, bringing prestige to the program.
oms In your labs. We're not only
researching different ways to
use the AFMbut using the tech-
nlques we know to characterize
the different types of surfaces."
Araujo sees the importance of
the No. 12ranking.
"It's justification. You're get-
ting a quality degree, a quality
education," Araujo said.
Working out of a small firm,
Simmons Is interested to see
where BulseState ranks.
Having hired a number of
Boise State students and coming
from an Industry perspective,
she views the rise as a validation,
"they have the education that we
Heed them to have," Simmons
said.
According to Dean Schrader,
as long as Boise State continues ,
to attract higher-quality stu-
dents, the university will also at-
tract higher-quality faculty.
"Faculty do their homework
and they know there Is some-
thing special about a university
that makes it highin the national
ratings in such a short amount of
time," Schrader said.
Araujo places much of his
own success in the hands of the
University. In his experience, fac-
ultymakes an effortto get to know
students and wants to see them
succeed. .
"One of the main things that
puts us In this twelfth place and
keeps us rising and doing better
. Is the focus on research here at
BSU,"Araujo said.
ASBS.U fills its roles,
swea rs in staff
he would begin to put pressure
on senators to present legislation
to the Senate. Last fall semes-
ter, the ASBSU.Senate didn't be-
gin writing significant legislation
until November.
BY BARRY FRANKLIN
News writer " I would much
prefer you were
.out there repr~-
senting us and
representing
yourselves.
The Associated Students ofBoise
State University Senate met short-
ly Tuesday in the Student Union
Forum. The meeting was devoid
of legislation and full of more ap-
pointments to student govern-
ment.
Celebrating women's fitness
Recent Boise State graduate
and Volunteer Coordinator for
the St: Luke's Women's Fitness
Filling the roles Celebration Michele Larson spoke
Three new appointments were to the Senate as a special guest.
made at Tuesday's meeting. Two Larson urgedthe 11senators pres-
new associate justices, Bobby ent to help out during the event.
Warns and Dang Du, were offi- According to Larson, the
eially sworn In to office by ASBSU Women's Fitness Celebration still
Chief Justice Jeremiah Hudson. needs about 1,000volunteers. With
Accordingto Hudson, their duty volunteer forms -in hand, Larson
will be to help the Judiciary decide was respectful of prior commlt-
whether things people do are In ments yet still forceful toward
accordance to the ASBSU consti- the senators.
tution. . "We start volunteering
Warns expects 'to contribute to. September 20," Larson said. "We Getting organized
the student government In any really need help in big groups." - Senate Pro Tempore Assistant
way he can and Du wl1l contribute Senator Amy Ortmann won- KatieJo Rupert required sena-
to the effectiveness and proficien- dered if senators who volunteer tors to hold 10office hours a week.
cy of Boise State's student govern- could still run and Larson's answer Rupert said senators should hold
ment. was "yes." five hours in the office and the oth-
The Senate also appointed The St. Luke's Women's Fitness er five out at clubs on campus.
ASBSUWeb Master T.J.O'Brien to Celebration Is a 5k run, walk and - To add to Rupert's. comments
run the ASBSUwebsite, which has .stroll September 23. The event has Sen. Wilson Informed senators of
recently been updated, 0' Brien been In the running for 14 years. . their representation roles.
-said he has been working for the This year thousands of women NI would much .prefer you
last month to getthe site running. of all ages. are expected to at- were out there representing us
O'Brien considers his role to be tend. The celebration' begins In .and representing yourselves,"
oncommltteesand,workforASBSU downtown Boise. ' Wilson said.
President Wyatt S.' Parke. O'Brlen. _ Senators are required by the
also expects to, Nmake sure stu- Getting healthy ASBSU eonstttutton.to be. trained
dents have a portalto ASBSU." '.. Executive Director for Health, for their legislativeduties~S~nators~'
ChielJustlce ,Huds6ti' alsoof~; Wel1n~8~andCounseling~rvices Terry C-orseth, Getech;a, Jiili!ey: .~-':;.3,~
fIcially swore In two new at-large Ferdinand Schlapper spoke. to the Dart, Amy_ Ortinal1Jl; 'StoUeY'i";
senators .. Mark··~Getecha -:and. Senatefromthe gallery about the and Mary· Dawson have. not y~t. ,._:.\4':
Jennlfer~tolleY: -:- -,--' Senate's rolei~ aiding the'Healili"-~ompiered:'~il'Ctrai -TUne: ----=' ~~
co~~~tid~:r~~=~~~~~1~~tt:: ..•·•·...~:t#~:d::s~:ttogb~;; .. :ret:#:~ti,~~~n_\,~~;~}:'-~2;";,
"'.' '---~_:":~':',~:-.,::' -~:·_~,·:,>.t;~.>;.,;~""0 '.: <". ','::>':.: -< :~"'. '. ,~".
"-Greg Wilson,
ASBSU Senate Pro Tempore
active around campus concerning
the center's services.
"There should be more of adla-
logue," Schlapper said.
- ;
:i
": ·-1
world any election, there must bea win-ner and a loser -- and one key to a
strong democracy is having candl-
dates who can be both with grace
and dignity,· Garza said.
Lopez Obrador and his most ar-
dent followers, cnnvinced that the
election was stolen from them,
have long telegraphed how they'd
respond if the court declared
Calderon the victor: permanent re-
bellion, street protests as far as the
eye can see and efforts to disrupt
Calderon's inauguration:
Lopez Obrador's campaign man-
ager, Jesus Ortega Martinez, told re-
porters last weekend that lawmak-
ers from Lopez Obrador's Party of
the Democratic Revolution would
block Calderon's swearing-in just
like they stopped Fox from deliv-
ering his state of the union speech
last week.
November.
"In the same way', that the
Republicans very skillfully used
in 2004 the ballot initiatives
around gay marriage, here you see
Democrats trying to do that with
the minimum wage, and some of
these states are very politicaIlyim-
portant too, such as Ohio," Fellowes
said.
"What's interesting here is there
really has been a flurry of state at-
tention to this issue, andthat's hap-
pened in the absence of any -strong
federal initiative around the mini-
mum wage. So I think it's pretty
clear that these initiatives will play
a role in this year's elections."
That's likely to be the case
in Missouri says Sara Howard,
Missouri deputy state council di-
rector of the Service Employees
International Union, which has
about 13,000members in Missouri.
Missourians will decide whether
to raise the wage to $6.50 an hour
from the current $5.15.
~One of the things that's most
powerful about this issue is that it
speaks directly to the undercurrent
ofdisillusionment and even disgust
with Washington insiders, because
it's been 10 years since the mini-
mum wage has been increased:'
Howard said. "And now this gives
people the power to take mailers
into their own hands."
But it is a volatile issue that can
play out in various ways at the poll,
according to Brad Jones, Missouri
state director of the National
Federation of Independent
Business.
."Asfar as small-business owners
are concerued, they get very emo-
tional about the minimum wage,"
Jones said, "Having an increase
in the minimum wage on the bal-
lot certainly does stimulate the
small-business constituency out
there, because small-business peo-
ple don't like being told anything
- especially what they can pay and
can't pay their folks."
Court declares Felipe
Calderon the next
president ofMexico
Mexico's top electoral tribunal
on Tuesday Sept. 5, declared con-
servative Felipe Calderon presi-
dent-elect ofMextco, more than
nine weeks after the disputed July
2 election, but the decision was un-
likely to end protests by supporters
of Calderon's leftist opponent.
The tribunal's seven judges
unanimously rejected claims by
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador that
Calderon's victory was fraudulent,
clearing the way for Calderon's in-
auguration on Dec.L But the court
criticized business supporters of
Calderon and outgoing President
Vicente Fox for actions that the
judges said tainted the results,
though not enough to merit annul-
ling the elections.
,"There is no perfect election ....
To think otherwise would be a uto-
pia," said Judge Alfonsina Navarro
Hidalgo. "As the work of humans,
elections are susceptible to the fal-
libility ofmankind."
Neither Calderon nor Lopez
Obrador offered immediate com-
ment, but both were expected to
address their respective supporters
Tuesday evening.
In the meantime, several union
leaders, intellectuals and other
Lopez Obrador allies suggested that
Lopez Obrador and his supporters
should drop their plans for ongo-
ing protests in favor of negotiations
with Calderon. Other political lead-
ers, concerned that continued pro-
tests could make Mexico ungovern-
able, also urged reconciliation.
. "What I'm calling for is a con-
structive dialogue that is respect-
ful, inclusive and tolerant," said
Mariano Palacios Alcocer, the head
of the Institutional Revolutionary
Party which ruled Mexico for seven
decades until Fox, (like Calderon)
a member of the National Action
Party, won in 2000.
"The important thing now is 'a
dialogue that will restore govern-
ability," Palacios said.
U.S. Ambassador Tony Garza
congratulated Calderon in a state-
ment that made only an oblique
reference to Lopez Obr~dor. "In
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Democrats hope
minimum wage
draws voters to pollsnew year.... aarbiter nil n e.com
BOISE STATE'SINDEPENDENT STUDENT NEWSPAPER ~:,.
new look
Could the minimum wage issue
play the same role in the fall con-
gressional election as same-sex
marriage did in 2004?
Democrats . hope so, while
-Republicans dread the thought.
Twoyears ago, Republicans used
the emotional issue ofgaymarriage
to mobilize thousands of their sup-
porters to go to the polls, where
they helped elect conservatives to
Congress and the White House.
This year, many Democrats - and
some political observers - agree
that calls for raising wages of the
poorest workers will motivate thou-
sands of voters and help elect can-
didates who favor a wage hike.
Aswas the case with the gaymar-
riage issue, residents in a variety of
states will be voting on state refer-
endums about raising the mini-
mum wage, which increases the po-
litical impact the issue could have.
Mall Fellowes, a Brookings
Institution expert on low-income
workers, said the issue's presence
on several state ballots this fall, its
passage earlier this year in other
states and in 22 states overall since
the last federal increase a decade
ago, suggests the minimum wage's
saliency - and potential impact in
"r,
I
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The Privacy...
Your Very Own:
• Bedroom Suite
• Accent Wall
• In-Room Vanity
• Mirrored Closet
• Cable TV outlet
• Food Pantry
• Patio/Balcony
The Community ...
• All Utilities Included
• Free Cable & Internet
• Activities/Events
• Laundry Facilities
• Furnished or Unfurnished
• All Appliances
Minimize
Your
Expenses
Maximize
Your
Benefits
'what the?·
Oh, you're a cop?
Aman impersonating a police of-
ficer pulled over two men in a car in
Eastern Kentucky, only to find out
that the two were undercover po-
lice detectives.From $325
F~ FIRST
TO LAST
EVERY TIME I DIE CHIODOS
- THU. 11-30 BIG EASY. . . .-LOCA.LS LIVE LOCALS LIVE FREE RIVER SHOWI
W'IN TICKETS ON ~'\'i
TOBYlIGHTIANCOUNTY MJJJLJN£SHAKEDOWN J;VOLOG1C
ONLY$5ATTHEDOOR
FRI. 9-8 BIG EASY
cp ·~ELE.6.SE ~A~TV
ONLY $5 AT THE DOOR
SAT. 9-9 BIG EASY
_______________________ ~S~e~p~t~e~m~b~e~r~7~2~O~O~6 .
More lifelike poses reinvigorate dinosaur 'skeleton exhibits
PHOTOCOURTESYEUZABETH ROBERTSON/MCTWIRE SERV~~~S
New dinosaur displays will be more realistic.
BY ERIKA ENGELHAUPT
The Philadelphia Inquirer
Tom Bugler bends over a 2-inch-
wide steel rod with his blowtorch
blazing, the sweat beading above
his dark glasses. Afewdeft tugs and
the metal assumes the shape of a
bone, laid in the earth more than 65
miIlion years ago.
When he's finished, the rod will
run up the back of a Tyrannosaurus
Rex's leg as smoothly as the seam
on a pair of nylon stockings.
Those long legs wiIl then stand
flexed and ready to charge, as befits
the top carnivore of its time. It has
taken more than 60years for some-
one to fix this T. Rexso it can stand
in death the way it towered in life.
All these years, the beast has been
lashed to an undignified mounting
with its tail dragging in the dirt, a
posture that would have dislocated
its hips when alive.
Tucked away in a weedy indus-
trial stretch of Paterson, Penn.,
Phil Fraley Productions is home to
one ofthe most ambitious dinosaur
reconstructions ever attempted.
Pittsburgh's Carnegie Museum of
Natural History hired the studio
for a dinosaur overhaul, spending
$36 million to triple floor space
and update tired displays for the
"Dinosaurs in Their World" exhibit
opening in late 2007.
More than 100years ago, paleon-
tologists started pulling dinosaur
bones from rocks and trying to as-
.semble them Into whole creatures.
The problem was, no one knew how
they stood, ran or behaved. Worse,
the scientists made-mistakes: heads
on the wrong bodies, missing body
parts guessed at and skeletons
forced into unnatural postures.
Over the last 40 years, paleontolo-
gists have uncovered startling finds
that helped set the record straight.
Many of the 15 skeletons in the
museum's display wiIl be remount-
ed in new action stances - a lunging
attack, a SWishing tail - to replace
stiff Victorian poses. The immo-
bile fossils wiIl capture the feel of
motion in a frozen instant. Fraley's
team of 30 specialized artists and
craftsmen isworking with Carnegie
scientists to make the re-creations
vivid as well as accurate.
Thus, a charging Allosaurus,
a leading carnivore of its day, is
trapped forever a nip away from the
whipping tail of Apatosaurus. The
hulking Apatosaurus never faces off
with him, but is caught just starting
to swing her massive neck around.
Her baby wiIl soon be added to the
scene, huddling between mother's
front feet for protection.
"We're re-creating a moment
here, one one-thousandth of a sec-
ond that could have happened 150
million years ago," said Fraley, one
ofthe planet's few experts in assem-
bling fossil dinosaur bones into life-
like skeletons. His soft voice is near-
ly drowned out by the whoosh of a
250,OOO-BTUtorch burning white-
hot at 1,700 degrees, just right for
bending venerable Pittsburgh steel
into the supple forms that support
Apatosaurus' 20-foot-long neck.
When Carnegie scientists
unearthed a nearly complete
Allosaurus skeleton in 1915 and
took it back to the museum from
.Utah, paleontologists assembled it
standing upright with its tail drag-
ging on the ground. "They were
mounted in a very straight pose for
scientific study, to be able to see
how they fit together. There was
no sense of movement or gesture
or drama," Fraley said. The result
looked like a sad-sack kangaroo,
hunched over and barely able to
drag itself around.
But over the years, more and
more fossils turned up new infor-
mation. "Now we know they didn't
drag their tails, because out ofthou-
sands of footprints and hundreds of
tracks, we rarely see any tail marks
next to them," said Carnegie pale-
ontologist Matt Lamanna.
Apaleontological renaissance be-
gan in the 1960s,when John Ostrom
first discovered a raptor dinosaur,
Deinonychus, that looked like it
killed prey by leaping and ripping
with its powerful claw. Surprised
by the find, Ostrom revived an idea
from the late 1800s that dinosaurs
acted more like active birds than
sluggish lizards.
Then in the 1990s, feathered di-
nosaurs and ancient birds start-
ing pouring out of Chinese rock in
Liaoning Province. A complete lin-
cage emerged, from toothy feathered
dinosaurs such as Sinosauropteryx
to the earliest modern bird, the
duck-like Gansus described earlier
this summer. In between were in-
termediates such as Archaeopteryx
and Confuciusornis, with a mod-
ern-looking beak but claws hooking
out from its wings.
"We know beyond a shadow of a
doubt that dinosaurs were the an-
cestors of birds," Lamanna says.
In Fraley's studio, Allosaurus
now stands pitched forward, tail
held high for balance. Think of a
roadrunner dashing across a hot
desert highway and you've got the
picture. But the fossil spent years in
an unnatural state before being re-
stored to lifelike grandeur.
Carnegie paleontologist Chris
Beard bends over Allosaurus' leg
to point out tiny cracks and patch-
es of plaster from past repair jobs.
"Over the years, this specimen had
been coated with layers of shellac.
Whenever the skeleton started to
look a little old and dusty, someone
would come along and add anoth-
er coat," leaving the dinosaur dark
Grad school myths can
dissuade students
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BY DAVE G. MUMBY
Special to the Arbiter
this just barely skims the surface,
and a complete list of relevant cri-
teria would consist of a few dozen
items, not just three or four.
Professors who advise students
inadvertently perpetuate the mis-
conceptions, including those about
grades -- not by giving bad advice
but by failing to fully explain cer-
tain things.
For example, students are seldom
told that how they come across as a
person is crucial.
The social environment of grad-
uate school favors those who are
Most students have serious mis-
conceptions about graduate school
and what it takes to get into a grad-
uate program. Each year thousands
of students apply to graduate school
and fail to get in. Contrary to what
they believe to be the main reason,
it is not because they are beaten
out by other applicants with better
grades.
They fail to get in because they
make naive mistakes during the
application process -- mistakes
that could easily be avoided if only
they had a better idea of what they
should and shouldn't be doing. The
cruelest irony is that A+ students
are sometimes rejected by a pro-
gram while applicants with GPAsin
the B+ range are accepted into the
same program.
The message is clear: even stu-
dents with excellent GPAs cannot
afford to be complacent or overcon-
fident in their approach to graduate
school applications. Their grades
are no guarantee that they will get
into the program of their choice --
or any program at all.
The myth about the ultimate im-
portance of excellent grades has
another unfortunate consequence:
countless students won't even con-
sider graduate school because they
think. their grades are not good
enough. Many of them are wrong.
In fact, most of them would have a
very good chance of getting into a
program despite their grades .- if
they knew what steps to take.
Most students do realize that
there are important factors in ad-
ditionto grades and most can list
two or three; such as standardized
teslseores.goodletters .ot.recom-
rnendation and relevant work or re-
- search experience til their field. But .
reasonable, likeable and easy to
communicate with, and admis-
sions committees want to fill their
programs with students who fit
this bill.
Interpersonal skills are on dis-
play at several points during the
application process, but it does not
even occur to most applicants that
they are being evaluated on these
dimensions.
For more information and tips
on applying successfully to gradu-
ate school visit www.mygraduates-
chool.com.
and glossy.
And some of the fossils were
coming apart in pieces, damaged
and floor vibrations from millions
of feet filing past.
Fraley's crew stripped off layers
tured alcohol. Underneath, the real
fossil emerged, grainy and mottled
with flaws and scars.
.1
/
f~
by years of surreptitious touching of shellac and grime with dena-
You've been
"'OrlN;nrt it.."'~~ ......~ ......
..mnow participate in
campus discussions!
Traditional rearing gives rise to extraordinary accotupusb-
ments. Dr. Helen Lojek will lead a discussion on Cllapter 5
• Friday, Sept 8
12noon
Student Union' Forum
bring your lunch!
Unlverslty President discusses M2.untatns Beyond Mountains
• Monday, Sept 18
7pm
Driscoll Hall Lounge
"Saving Lives, Transforming Communitles, and Changing
the World: A Call to be Bold" with Ed Cardoza, Director of
Development· Partners In Health
.• Wednesday, Oct. 18
7pm i
Student Union Jordan Ballroom
New Freshman·· Need a book?
plckup.VOur complementary copy 01 . .
yountginS Beyond Mountatna at the OrIentation
.:oIllce located In the Adm1n1stratlon BuJldlng. '
··olth·····• •
-;------------------~-----~---------~----~----
. http.vzwww.boisestrrte.edu /Iirstyeorrecrdiriq,"
t'th
I~EtT~~t1I1!-..e..::R~E_'" ----- --
~~~~~ She's growing into a graduate
economics. And though anyone might
guess that one of the three business-
related courses would be her favorite,
it's actually English.
Her reason is not surprising. She
loves developing her essays because
"It's about what you think and what
you want to express."
Although it's been hard missing her
friends back in Romania, Christina
has made plenty of new, good friends at
her campus job with Student Housing,
where most of the work crew is made
up of international students.
It's nice because you can learn
about different cultures, she said.
Interestingly enough, her best friend is
also Romanian; they were Introduced
on campus.
Being a student at BSU has been an
experience Christina has learned a lot
from. She is well aware of the oppor-
tunities an international business de-
gree will give her but even more than
that, being part of a diverse and ac-
cepting campus Christina has slowly
begun gaining confidence in her true
personal Identity.
Her dream is to open her own restau-
rant and she knows she can accomplish
it because now, she says, "I trust my-
selr."
ence something so many college students
dream of - studying as an international
student. The experience has definitely
been foreign for Christina.
Although she already knew'howto speak
English - she chose the language over
French in her second grade class, when it
Is mandatory that students begin to learn
a second language - Christina still had
plenty to learn ... a lot of it, about herself.
"I miss my country a lot of course," she
said. But her time In Boise has opened
her eyes to a completely different type of
world: "People here care about what's in
your head." This has made a lasting Im-
pression on her.
Growing up in Romania, Christina had
plenty of friends, as one must have in or-
der to remain likeable. Loners and out-
casts have hard times In the clique-infest-
ed schools, where fashion and looks really
do matter. Really.
"You have to socialize a lot," she said.
Despite the fact that she had so many
friends, Christina was well aware that in
order to stay "in" she could not express
herself 100 percent freely without running
the risk of being ousted from her group.
All of that has changed for the interna-
tional business major since first arriving
in Boise. This fall she Is enrolled in four
classes: English, Math, Accounting allci
BY JULIA C. ARREDONDO
Culture Writer
Less than one year ago,
Christhia Georgeoscu's plane land-
ed in Boise - her new horne.
When she first set - foot on
the Boise State University
campus - her new home away from
horne - later that week, she was very
surprised to say the least. "Wow," she
thought. "It was big. Huge. Very huge."
Hailing from Focfani, Romania,
Christina's image of college back horne
was very different fromwhat her new ex-
perience in Boise would be.
In Romania colleges exist in only one
building, where students all study the
same major. So It's understandable why
the BSUcampus looked a tad large. It might
be safe to say that for those who go on to
receive a 'higher education in Romania,
making the decision to go to college is
perhaps an even bigger one than the de-
cision students in the United States have
to make.
it's one college, one town, one major-
and so, making a choice is monumental;
not-a whole lot of opportunities to change
a major a couple of semesters into your
college career.
Nevertheless, Christina gets to experi-
Even 2C Drivers
BY HADLEY RUSH
Culture Columnist
I've always considered my father
to be a relatively smart man-with
the exception of his somewhat prej-
udiced disdain for certain types
of people.
Forinstance,hehatesCalifornians
and Texans-he says they're cocky
and can't be trusted and for
some reason he's always pointed
his snooty lillie Slovak nose up
at 2C drivers.
He told me this 2C fire sterns
back to an evening when he and my
mother took a drive and carne upon
a horrific traffic accident-one of the
worst they both claim they've ever
seen.
One of the cars was complete-
ly smashed, while the other was
flipped upside down, almost un-
recognizable as an automobile. And
the license plate, they say, was none
other than our "Famous Potatoes
2C."
Which isn't that uncommon ...
except they were living in New
Mexico at the time.
I remember my father telling me
as we took my IS-year-old learner's
permit out for a test spin, "2C driv-
ers disregard traffic signals, pedes-
trians, other drivers and slam on
their breaks for no reason.
Always keep your distance from
2C drivers," Daddy warned.
Until recently, I myself didn't un-
derstand the hatred toward our fel-
low Canyon County drivers.
I thought their bad driving was
hype and nothing more.
One evening, as I took an exit to
get on the freeway, the car in front
of me pulled a tight U turn and
then slammed on its breaks for
no particular reason - I screamed
and slammed on my breaks
to avoid hitting said car, and I
noted: 2C plates.
Idiot.
In my green youth, I dated some-
one who drove a car marked by 2C
plates (that should have been my
first clue). My father simply shook
his head, and never bothered to ac-
knowledge that I would be so stu-
pid.
I later found out this person had
crashed his first car, then later
crashed two separate trucks and his
parents boat on Lake Coeur d'Alene
(he told them he wasn't drunk, but
he was).
Idiot.
A former flame of mine was in the
process of moving to California, but
wanted to get his vehicle licensed
in Idaho because it was cheaper.
Though he wasn't from Canyon
County, he initially purchased his
truck there and simply wanted to
renew his license plates.
When the DMV overheard that
he was moving to California, he
strongly advised against 2C plates.
"It's probable cause in California
to be pulled over and searched for
drug possession if you're driving
around in an Idaho 2C car," the
DMVworker explained cautiously.
Which sort of makes you
I wonder if 2C-ers are bad driv-
ers because they're high after
manufacturing all that meth
from the trunks of their clanky
: 2C cars?
Another time as I drove,l noticed
the car in front of me had its blinker
i on for no particular reason (one of
"1 my most sincere pet-peeves).
I How can you not see the flashing,
I blinking light inside your car?
: And then, as the sun set, the
l blinking maniac in front of me de-
I cided to forego turning on the lights
I as well.
: I would think it would be hard
I to not notice your dash being com-
: pletely dark ... unlessof course, you
'I just took a hit of meth from your
I trunk.Idiot.I 2C drivers slam on their brakes
I forno reason.
i 2C. drivers operate vehicles like
t
they'rejunkies on a binge.
'2Cdrh'Crsare norfnnocent,
'~ No one isinnocent ,
~~~."
Christina Georgescu is adjusting
to college life in Boise after mov-
ing from Romania to attend BSU.
The lowdown on a good rubdown
rule- of thumb, depending on how
much you enjoy the experience.
"We're not in it for the tips, but
it's a nice compliment and lets us
know that we've done a good job,"
Randall said.
8. Is it OK to remain quletthrough-
out the entire massage? All of our
sources agreed that a therapist
should follow the lead of a client
when Itcomes to talking. "Some cli-
ents talk because they're nervous,
while others are quiet the entire
time," Akins said.
9. Should you get references or just
take the first therapist available?
"Getting a massage is just like go-
ing to the doctor," Akins said. "You
need to know the qualifications, so
don't be afraid to ask questions,"
Randall and Toms recommend
trying several therapists until you
find the one you like best. "Every
massage is different, and every
therapist has different techniques,"
Randall said.
that about 90 percent of her clients
fall asleep during a massage.
A majority of Randall's male cli-
ents doze off (then wake themselves
up by snoring), she said. Many of
her female clients stay awake be-
cause they're very wrapped up in
the experience. "Falling asleep ac-
tually compliments the therapist,"
Toms said. "They know they've
done a good job."
6. How much pain should you toler-
ate before you cry uncle? Akins says
massage is all about release, so if
you're feeling any pain you should
speak up right away. Randall says
she keeps an eye out for body lan-
guage, such as clenched fists or
tensed muscles. "Ifyou feel pain for
more than three days after a mas-
sage, your muscles have been trau-
matized," she said. "A good mas-
sage therapist knows the limits."
7. How much should you tip? All
three therapists agreed that a 10
percent to 15 percent tip is a good
music.
"Clients usually like the music
we play because it's soothing,"
Toms said. If you'd rather not have
any music playing, don't be afraid
to ask for it to be turned off.
3. What if I'm really ticklish in cer-
tain areas? Randall says therapists
try to avoid ticklish areas, but she
usually likes to make an attempt.
"We use a deeper stroke to lessen
the tickling sensation," she said.
"But if it doesn't work out, we'll just
spend more time on another area,"
4.ls it appropriate to set boundaries
(such as "don't touch my arms")?
Yes. According to Akins and
Toms, most spas and clinics will
have new clients fill out a ques-
tionnaire before getting started. If
you've had any injuries or you've
got sensitive areas, list them on the
questionnaire so the therapist will
know which areas to avoid.
5. Is it OK to fall asleep during a
massage? Sure. In fact, Akins says
BY MISSY GOOD
McClatchy Newspapers
of our questions.
1. How much clothing should you
remove? All three women agreed
that you should undress to your
comfort level.
The amount of clothing you take
off also depends on the service.
If you're only getting a 30-minute
massage, you can undress from the
waist up. For an hour-long full-body
massage, you'll want to undress
completely (it's up to you whether
you'd like to remove your under-
wear or keep it on).
2. Can you decide what type of mu-
sic is played? It depends on the spa
or clinic you visit. Most day spas
and massage therapy clinics have a
selection of relaxing music playing
softly in the background.
Akins is open to clients bringing
their own CD to listen to if they're not
intotherelaxingmusicthat'sprovid-
ed. Randall says Salon Progressions
uses a satellite radio system that
allows for continuously flowing
Although massage therapy is a
booming industry, there are plenty
of people out there who've never ex-
perienced a professional massage.
Just like any other new venture, get-
ting a massage for the first time can
be intimidating - especially if you
don't know anything about it.
Several of us have never had a
massage or were curious about
proper etiquette and protocol, so
we compiled a list of questions
we'd ask before scheduling an
appointment.
We talked with three massage
therapists in Wichita: Janna Akins,
owner of Body and Soul Massage
(which is also a massage therapy
school): Connie Toms, owner of
Fountain of Youth Day Spa; and
Daisy Randall, a massage therapist
at Salon Progressions Salon and
Day Spa to find the answers to some
onslaught of Oscar hopefulsCAm~CV.L.l \.10
PHOTOS COURTESY MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS
Wears Prada's" Meryl Streep, and
a possible best picture candidate in
Oliver Stone's surprisingly senti-
mental "World Trade Center." But
with fewer than four months left to
release the rest of the contenders,
it's time to gird for a seriously busy
fall.
Of course, there is a down-
side to the onslaught of big guns
Hollywood is about to unleash. All
,the blatant award hopefuls could
completely dwarfthe offerings that
aren't intended to ever make it onto
any Academy member's voting bal-
lot, but may have value nonethe-
less.
Herein, we'll try to separate the
wheat from the chaff the "All The
King's Men" from the "Jackass 2,"
say while keeping in mind that
there's more to movies than the
pursuit of golden statuettes. (There
is, for example, "Borat,"]
And, if you think this is over-
whelming, just remember we're not
even dealing with the holiday re-
, 'leases yet.
Brandon Routh. But this intriguing
biopic focuses on a darker aspect of
the Man of Steel the questionable
death of the actor, George Reeves
(Ben Affleck), who played him
on TV in the '50s. Director Allen
Coulter, a frequent contributor to
"The Sopranos," frames the mys-
tery from the viewpoint of a private
investigator (an on-point Adrien
Brody) who gets tangled up in the
case. (Sept. 8)
Kate Winslet, Anthony Hopkins and
James Gandolfini. (Sept. 22)
William Broyles Ir., to mount this
historical tale of the six men (in-
cluding Barry Pepper and Ryan
Phillippe) who raised the flag in
a pivotal World War II battle. For
those interested in balance, a corn-
panion piece from the Japanese
perspective will be out next year.
(Oct. 20)
BY PHOEBE FLOWERS
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
"Children ofMen":
In this evidently rather loose ad-
aptation of the P.D. James novel,
Clive Owen and Julianne Moore star
as denizens of a near-future world
in which babies have ceased to be
born. Alfonso Cuaron ("YTil Marna
Tamblen," "Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban") should mine
plenty of creative tension from the
dystopian angst. (Sept. 29)
Hard though it may be to believe,
we've reached the final third ofthe
year. This is especially shocking
when you take stock of what movies
we have and haven't seen, and real-
ize just how many more there are to
corne.
After all, unlike last year when
the eventual best picture winner,
. "Crash," and the critically laud-
ed "Cinderella Man" had already
corne and gone from theaters 2006
has yet to really embrace its needy
inner child. You know, the one
who's so nakedly desperate for ac-
colades and laurels and other shiny
objects?
True, we've seen a likely best ac-
tress Oscar nominee in "The Devil
"The Prestige":
Speaking of teamwork, "Batman
Begins" director Christopher Nolan
recruited star Christian Bale for
this period drama about a rivalry
between magicians (fellow super-
hero-on-leave Hugh Jackman plays
the other one). Scarlett Johansson
and Michael Caine are also on
board. (Oct. 20) ,
"AGood Year": It what looks like
some kind of bet to see how far away
they could get from "Gladiator,"
Ridley Scott and Russell Crowe are
the marquee names ina straight-
forward, heartfelt and contempo-
rary drama about a successful busi-
nessman, (Crowe), who inherits a
vineyard in Provence. Are you not
entertained? (NoV.10) ,
"The Black Dahlia":
A legendary director (Brian
De Palma) who seems poised for
a comeback. A story from "L.A.
Confidential" author James Ellroy.
The lush Scarlett Johansson, who
would be sultry in braces and pig-
tails, in full-on nolr mode. "The
mostnotoriousmurderinCalifornia
history." Bring. It On. (Sept. 15)
"The Departed":
The action of the inspired Hong
Kong crime thriller "Infernal
Affairs" is transplanted to an Irish
Mafia-plagued Boston, with players
including Matt Damon, Leonardo
DiCaprio, Mark Wahlberg and,
oh yeah, Martin Sheen and Jack
Nicholson. Is there anything, that
could make this movie more com-
,pelling? Well, as a matt~r of fact ...
'the director is Martin Scorsese, and
man do these look like some awe-
s~mely mean streets. (Oct. 6)
"AllThe King's Men":
Despite its long delay (it was orig-
inally set to be released a year ago),
this remake of the.Oscar-winning
1949 film, itself based on a Pulitzer
Prize"winning novel, stiIllooks aw-
fully fresh. Steven Zaillian (.A Civil
Action·) directs the inf ..llible Sean
Penn as a Southernpoliticia.p of du-
bious mciraUty.l'he stellar.castin-
eludes Jude Law, Patricia. Clar~on; ,'., '.. ~.: .,; - ,,' <. " "
FORYQUR OBVIOUS
CONSIDERATION
"Ho1Jj'woodland":
Yes,' Superman "returned: this
~ui!'~~r., in ".~~. ,',foxy . 'fornrof .
I,"Flags ofOUf Fathers":Clint1!Mt1o\'Ood agaln teams up "Bobby": "c,.
withhis}MilIlon Dollar Baby" , At first glance, the phrase "writ-
screenwriter ,Paul Haggis (direc-
tO~..of, ~Crash·J,'·plllS ',·Jarhelid's· -See()scarslpag~ 5]
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The Covenant
The ancient story about the five
lpswitch families known for bring-
ing the art of witchcraft to the New
World continues to live well on into
today. In this film, one of the four
heirs possessing magnificent pow-
ers breaks one of their most impor-
tant rules - Silence. He confesses
to his girlfriend his strengths and
abilities, which ultimately weak-
ens all of their powers. Then the
prodigal heir of the long lost fifth
family returns to remove the four
of their gifts and bring them to
their demise.
Hollywoodland
This film has
been compared to
"L.A.Confidential,"
which is also based
on true tinsel
town drama back
in the fifties. In
"Hollywoodland,"
the tragedy is
based on the baf-
fling death of
George Reeves,
the star of the
television hit se-
ries "Adventures
of Superman."
The mystery is
did 'Superman'
kill himself due
to his falling status in Hollywood or
was he murdered, when his secret af-
fair withthe wife of a top Hollywood
executive was exposed?
A private Investigator played by
Adrien Brody is on the case, search-
ing for clues that lead to the truth.
"llollywoodland" has a star-stud-
ded cast which includes Ben Affleck
and mane Lane.
Though this film is being held at
a high caliber, critics are already
predicting that it doesn't live to
its expectancy. We'll just have to
wait and see ...
Oscars
[from page 4]
ten and directed by Emilio Estevez"
might not exactly set off your qual-
ity detector. But this biopic about
the 1968 assassination of Hobert F.
Kennedy Jr. has attracted consid-
erable buzz, not to mention an en-
semble cast including William H.
. Macy, Laurence Fishburne, Lindsay
Lohan, Authony Hopkins and Demi
Moore. (Nov. 23)
"Babel":
In one of numerous intersect-
ing story lines, Brad Pilt and Cate
Blanchett portray Americans vaca-
tioning in Morocco in this drama
from intersection master Alejandro
Gonzalez Inarrilu ("Am ores
I'erros," "21 Grams)". Strong word
from Cannes, eripping trailer, pret-
ty cast. (November TBA)
FOR YOUR OFFBEAT
CONSUMPTION
"Half Nelson":
There's never been a shortage of
inspiring tales of inner-city kids
transformed by passionate teach-
ers, but this one, a Sundance favor-
ite.Iooks like a break from the hack-
neyed genre. The sensational Hyan
Gosling ("The Notebook") plays the
educator in question, whose flaws
include a serious drug problem ..
(Sept. 22)
"The Science of Sleep":
The lovably loopy Michel Gondry
("Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind," "Dave Chappelle's Block
Party") is at it again, this time delv-
ing Into the subconscious of Gael
Garcia Bernal. Sight unseen, it's al-
ready (and this is only a mild exag-
geration) one of our favorite movies
of the year. (Sept. 29)
"Marie Antoinette":
Flush with the acclaim of "Lost
in Translation," Sofia Coppola has
perhaps gone a little insane with
her follow-up, a surreal biography
of the 18th century French queen
(Kirsten Dunst). If nothing else, it
pro_bablywon't be boring. (Oct. 20)
"Running With Scissors":
Fans of Augusten Burroughs' im-
possibly deranged memoir, which
recounted his adolescence grow-
ingup in the household of his crazy
mother's crazier shrink, have been
awaiting this adaptation for years.
Writer-director Ryan Murphy has
proved he can deliver scandalously
silly soaps with TV's "Nip/Thck,"
hut the big question is whether he
can do anything more. (Oct. 27)
I
rating due to its quite ... authentic
content. We're interested, how-
ever, not for all the naked thrust-
ing, but for director John Cameron
Mitchell, of "Hedwig and the Angry
Inch" fame. (October TBA)
"norat":
Ifyou've never seen HBO's "DaAIl
G· Show," which spawned "Borat"
the sexist, anti-Semitic, generally
appalling sixth-mnst-farnous man-
III Kazakhstan well ... seriously,
you really should. A feature film
about the character theoretically
risks running thin 011 material, but
we have deep faith in the wiles of
Sacha Baron Cohen. (Nov. 3)
"An Imaginary Portrait of
Diane Arbus":
Back when this was called "Fur,"
it was supposed to be a straightfor-
ward biography of photographer
Arbus (Nicole Kidman), who killed
herself in 1971. Now, as the title
suggests, it's something a little ...
weirder. In addition to chronicling
events that didn't actually happen
and ignoring the suicide direc-
tor Steven Shainberg ("Secretary")·
has made room for a key character
(Hobert Downey Ir.) who is covered
in fur. (Nov. 10)
"Stranger Than Fiction":
Our favorite odd-coupling of the
season is Emma Thompson and
Will Ferrell, as, respectively, a nov-
elist and her fictional subject except
that it turns out he's real, and being
tormented by her audible narration
of his life. Marc Forster ("Finding
Neverland") helms this innovative
project; bonus co-stars include Tony
Hale ("Arrested Development"),
Queen Latifah, Maggie Gyllenhaal
and Dustin Hoffman. (Nov. 10)
"Tenacious D in the Pick of
Destiny":
After more than a decade of iron-
ic yet deeply felt rocking out, one-
time cult favorites Jack Black and
Kyle Gass finally make their big-
screen debut as the D. Thanks to
Black's elevated profile, Tenacious
D is now a relatively mainstream
phenomenon; it's up to director
Liam Lynch ("Sarah Silverman:
Jesus Is Magic") to make thls feel .
like something other than 8,000
years too late. (Nov. 17)
DVD Pick of the week:
United 93
Weeks after the release of "World
Trade Center" and just days be-
fore the fifth anniversary of the
September 'U terrorist attacks on
New York City, the DVD release of
"United 93" hits stores.
This film captures the last mo-
ments of the courageous passengers
of United Airlines Flight 93. These
men and women worked vigorously
together to take on the evil hijack-
ers. It has been said that the White
House or the Capitol Building in
Washington D.C. were the intended
targets, but the passengers aboard
were determined not to let that hap-
pen.
Instead the plane crashed into a
field in Pennsylvania, killing every-
one on board.
Although it is difficult to relive, I
believe every American should pick
up a copy ofthls film.
Why?
. This was an event in our nation's
history that unlike Pearl Harbor, we
were alive to witness.
We all viewed the terror simulta-
neously on television. This event
changed us and continues to change
us. We willneverforget 9-11.
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TEXT FREELY
WITH SPRINT.
New
ultra-thin
Katana™ by S!!nyo·
Available In 3 colors
Built-In camera
Bluetooth" technology
Get 300 free text messages a month for 12months.
In-store exclusive offer for students with a valid college ID.
After 12 months, pay the regular monthly fee.
. Take pldures, listen to music and text, text, text on Sprint's
,slim new phones.
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operadores en E,pailol dlsponlbtes.
"The Fountain":
It seems like the inventive Darren
Aronofsky ("Pi,· "Requiem for a
Dream") has been working on this
time-traveling love story forever,
but no, it's just felt that long. Once a
massive project headlined by Brad
Pitt, the downscal~d movie now c ..
starS· Hugh Jackman as the lead
"Sltortbus": , character(s). Aronofsky's glow-
. The word from Cannes was de- iug f1aij(:~,niithelWeisz{trvw an •
cidedty mixed on this sex comedy, Oscar winner for MThe Constant
which w1Il be released without a . Gardener")co-stars.(Npv.22)
_ •• ,MJiiJ&JiJ&ALi .... ;;. •
Together with NEXTEL
; .
Football seasori is here - time for tailgat-
ing, hard-hitting action and the worst park-
ing fiascosof the year.
Ifypu'reil.housing student or a general per-
it hold~rwhoparks anywhere near Bronco
tadfUIi1iy~ukl)owJull well the implications
fa footba]] game: time to hoof it.
Although students pay absurd amounts of
oney for parking permits-anywhere from
80 to $218--their spots are sold a second '
ime to football fans. That's right, on game
ay somebody else holds the rights to your
. ighly-coveted piece of pavement.
: For most, this means parking somewhere
else on campus. Where that "somewhere
~l~else" is has always been as mystery-It's not
~,~.like parking is plentiful on campus even un-
"der normal circumstances.
"'j:.' Housing students usually have the benefit
, of an alternative lot, thought it usually en-
tails parking in the structure nearly a mile
>,:~from home.
;.;'., That's a pretty raw deal: $218 for a "reserved
,.,',permit" requiring you to relocate your vehi-
".J; de during every major sporting event. -
-:;. " But the fun doesn't end there. As soon
; : as the sporting event convenes, .housing
"students have to walka mile back to the park-
o "'ing structure within a limited amount of
time to return their cars to the "reserved"
.-, parking lot. .
.: Failure to comply is met with a $40 ticket
from our friends at parking (they probably
didn't tell you about this when you cut a $218
"'theck for a parking permit) .
.,". For non-housing general permit holders,
',game day becomes a cutthroat brawl over
, '.' pavement. Once housing tenants have filled
"' the parking structure, students are, left to
: find creative parking alternatives: people's
front lawns, sidewalks, the Albertson's park-
o Ing lot or the Starbuck's drive-thru. The
J, ,pickings are indeed slim.
, Boise State Parking Services suggest us-
ing the bus or car-pooling, but if you've ever
experienced Boise public transit, you know
-,' how inconvenient and inefficient that can
:' be. Anyone from the suburbs knows that
: ~'~pikingand busing are unrealistic options.
,;.', Truthfully, Parking Services should stop
',shafting its primary customers. Football' is
,,~iln important activity for fundraising and
.. alumni relations, but this is an institution of
ihigher education. Accommodating students
ishould be the priority.
t." "
, ~,)~laywe suggest afew reasonable altematiuest
, '! First, provide valet parking for housing
students. While we enjoy walkingtwo miles
, I round trip to park and rc-park our vehicles
t, for whomever purchased game-day parking
r ': :tights to our slice of asphalt, some assistance
would be appreciated.
, ; If not valet parking, provide are-parking
::,;,~huttle for students who have to transfer
t", .their vehicles to the other side of campus.
r "": Second, find some place else to park the
~Hootball fans. Build another parking garage
'·,.f'Q[ contract out with local businesses and
,. "prOVide more shuttles. Temporarily evicting
~':,)our loyal,.year-round patrons is poor cus-
I; "orner service.
,,<' , Finally, considerloweringthepermitprices
~,- for those who are required to relocate
• ,i; ·their vehicles. -
If you're double selling parking permits,
',; you can surely afford a meager "football sea-
;';;.:son shaft discount." ,
i':: .: The way we see it is based on the majority opinions
""''0/ The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board
;"': are DrewMayes, editor-in-chief; Marcus Hackler, busi-
:;''nessmanager; Heather English, production manager;
!',;; Dustin Lapray, managing editor;Brandon Stoker, opin-
ion editor; and Hadley Rush, multimedia producer.
:: '.I•. : y
shouldnow
", l
~., .- ',~,.
~';.... ".'
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Pro-lifers:
Plan B is ·good for America
BY MIC;:HAEL J.
MCLASKEY
Opinion Writer
Ever since Bush took office, the con-
servative agenda has gotten most ev-
erything it wants: tax cuts, Supreme
Court justices Scalia and Alito and
faith-based initiatives to name just a
few.
This week, however, science dealt
the religious right a one-two. There was
a breakthrough in stem cell technology
that doesn't destroy an embryo, and the
FDA finally approved Plan B (morn-
ing-after plll) for over-Ihe-counter sale.
Both these are hot-button issues for the
right-to-lifers, so I decided to see how
the news was being treated over at CBN.
com.
When it came to Plan B, they seemed
rather confused. As Dr. Gene Rudd of
the Christian Medical Association put
it, many American women wouldn't
want to take it, "if they realized that it
can have the effect of preventing a fer-
tilized ovum, a living human embryo,
from implanting in the womb and hav-
BY JERILYN GROW
Guest Opinion
that enable misery for the living due to
the mystical sanctity of what we don't
know. Let's face it; the reason most ofus
react queasily to the subject of abortion
is that we really don't know if humans
have souls, and if they do, we've been
participating in an ugly human prac-
tice that's been around since the time
of ancient Greece.
Like ancient Greece, this modern
world is also poised on a great new
Golden Age-provided, of course, that
we all stop fighting over land and weap-
ons. IfPlan Bcan be fully implemented,
we can halt over-population and, re-
sponsible accessibility to this.grug can
lead to a drastic reduction in 1lfJortions.
Maybe we will finally see what the
Christians have lobbied for since Roe '
v. Wade: an end to abortion entirely,
except for medically-necessary cases
where the life ofthe child threatens that
of the mother.
Butwe have to remember that science
got us here, not edicts from the Vatican
or America's religious right.
ing a chance to be born."
Earth calling Gene; that is precisely
why they would want to take it in the
first place. Ours is a country where 3
million unwanted pregnancies hap-
pen every year, and half of those end
in abortion. One would think ready ac-
cess to Plan Bcould cut these numbers
in half.
And now scientists can create stem
cell lines without destroying an em-
bryo. Thus the argument that stem cell
research is unethical because it could
not formerly be done without destroy-
ing an embryo has been refuted by sci-
ence. -
What we now have is the capacity to
clone these embryonic stem cells for
much-needed research on such fierce
diseases as Parkinson's, Alzheimer's
and maybe even multiple eclerosls,
However, figures such as the Pope
and Pat Robertson don't believe
that we should use discarded em-
brybs for anything, and religious op-
position has slowed down much
genetic research.
I've never understood the sort oflaws
have used it at some point. Sorry to put that im-
age into your mind, but do you know the one thing
scarier than the thought of your parents having
sex? The fears that parents have about their chil-
dren having sex. In Idaho, the only formal educa-
tion most teens receive about sex is based on ab-
stinence. While abstaining from sexual activity
is undisputedly an effective way to prevent preg-
nancy and transmission of sexually transmitted
infections, it is not the most realistic approach.
Comprehensive sexual education in public schools
is not only crucial for sexually active teens, it's
also important to know as an adult. Sexual pre-
paredness is important for all of us, even married
couples. Sex is a part of life, and sexual education
is a necessity.
If you are interested in learning more about
the battle over comprehensive sexual education
in public schools, check out a free event on cam-
pus this Friday, Sept. 8'h,starting at6:30pm in the
SUB Hatch Ballroom. Special guest Shelby Knox
wlll present the award-winning documentary
"The Education of Shelby Knox" which chronicles
her experiences battling her church, parents, and
school district over their abstinence-only sexual
education policy. A panel of sex-ed experts will
follow the film.
If you can't make it to the event, at least give
thought to your own sexual preparedness. Soon
pathetic imagery that she applied to
her body parts, I felt such pity for her
and want to reach out and help her in
her distress.
That is, until I read the final two
paragraphs. It could be that this opin-
ion is a plant by the "Chocolate Vagina"
wing of the Women's Center. In reality,
it most likely appears that Ms. Bowman
is merely throwing a hissy fit that she
, , Your odds of an unintended
pregnancy or contracting an
STIare astronomically greater
than winning the lottery or
being drafted into the military.
What have you done to protect
yourself! , ,
Plan B should be available over the counter, but
what is your Plan A?Information about birth con-
trol, sexual health, and advocacy can be found at
www.plannedparenthood.org/idaho, or for those
who have forgotten that the internet is larger than
Myspace, befriend Planned Parenthood at www~
myspace.com/plannedparenthood, Your odds of
an unintended pregnancy or contracting an STI
are astronomically greater than winning the lot-
tery or being drafted into the military. What have
you done to protect yourself? What will you do to
protect the next generation?
l,.
r-
!
Are you protected from
unwanted pregnancy?
Remember turning 18? For many of you it may
not have been that long ago. The excitement of
purchasing your first lottery ticket, knowing that
you could vote - even !fyou didn't -; or register-
ing for the civil service. Adulthood, hooray!
For the next generation of Americans, there
could be one more reason to craft a paper chain
and count down the days leading up to that land-
mark birthday: purchasing emergency contracep-
, tion without a prescription. While this may not
sound nearly as exciting as scratching that spar-
kly gray gunk off of your first lottery ticket, the
FDA recently approved over-the-counter sales
of emergency contraception (ak.a. "the morning
after pill" or Plan B) to individuals 18 and older.
Whether you think this impacts you or not, aware-
ness never hurts. First of all, Ee is not a form of
abortion, rather it can prevent ovulation or fertil-
ization when taken in the days immediately fol-
lowing unprotected sex. It's safe, responsible and
increasingly accessible. Countless abortions and
unintended pregnancies will be prevented by the
FDA'sdecision.
Surprisingly, emergency contraception is not
new. It has been available by prescription for more
than 30 years. That means your parents might
In reading the opiruon article "A
Feminique Experience" written by
Amy Bowman, I became. very dis-
tressed. For-a woman to have such vit-
riolic repressed anger was a tragedy. It
seems from her often vulgar and mis-
anthropic words that she had been
victimized by every form of individual
and cultural sexism that has ever ex-
isted on the planet. With this and the
Jerilyn Grow is a public
administration graduate student
•Ing
will be in debt when she graduates and
is using The Arbiter for a larger audi-
ence.
Although she decries being hemmed
in by men - pardon the pun - Ms.
Bowman herself is not above using ste-
reotyping to try and line up the pily.
Newsflash: the BSU billing depart-
ment is not sexist and neither men nor
women like debt. Ms. BoWman should
quit whining and get off her princess
pedestal. She needs to start being hon-
est with at least herself, suck it up and
start accepting responsibility for her
own actions.
As a single, female parent, she has
access to an amazing amount of assets
to help fund her education, including
child support. Go get 'em!
Mike Arehart, Boise Idaho
guest opinions and lettersto the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu-
racy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community, and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of the Arbiter or
any organization the author may be affili-
ated with unless it is labeled as such.C';\'~ .,.. -.,. _
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BSU volleyball looks to improve its record at the Northern Arizona Tournament this weekend.
Boise State auctions
game gear
Boise State football fans can now
purchase game gear from their fa-
vorite - players after every game
this football season. Wide receiver
Drisan James put his game jer-
sey up for auction following the
Sacramento State game. James led
the team in receiving with three
catches for 125yards and a touch-
down versus the Hornets.
Apparel will be posted shortly
after the conclusion ofBoise State's
game on the athletic department
website: broncosports.com.
-Cross country starts
season this weekend
j
I1\
.The term "moving on to bigger
iJlnd better things" Is often used
-ln sports. You see players mov-
Ing from here to there to bolster
their chances' at winning a
championship. .
Youmight see franchises leaving
cities for new locations to jutnp-
start their teams. You often see
,stadiums being renovated or new
ones being built to keep up With
~e modern standard of having the
finest venues built for you and your
team. Sometimes, every once jn a
while, you'll see a coach leave: his
j
team for something "better."
• Remember Dan Hawkins? JI'm
sure you do. He's that guy Who
won what seemed like a million
football games at Boise State from
2000-2005. ,
. The guy who has had succes,s at
every single place he's gone In his
young coaching career. The guy
who In many people's view waS re-
sponslble for turning the Bronco
football program from the 'little
program that could' into a peren-
nial top 25 team.
e • . Well he moved onto "bigger and
kids with injuries and kids sick. We had our strongest blocking game Ahighlight of the weekend came better things" recently, and I'd Ilke
still need to solidify a lineup." against UCDavis." with senior libero Jackie Stroud be- to make a point of this ill-advised
Accompanying the win over ISU, The Broncos defeated the ing named to the all-tournament . choice.
Head Volleyball Coach Robin other victories for the Broncos thus Aggies in three games to start team. Stroud led the defense for the First and foremost, if 'therb is
Davis feels the Boise State volley- farhaveincludedLoyola(Maryland) the tournament. Broncos with an amazing 56 digs anyone program in the entire.na-
ball program is off to a good start. and University of Cal-Davis. Coach Next, they faced a strong on the weekend. tion that is having more problems
Havingonlyplayedonehomegame, Davis feels the Broncos are able to Washington State team. All three "Jackie stood out because she right now than the University of
the Broncos are 3-4on the season so compete at the same level as anyof games. of the match ",e~e.dose. had over five digs a game," Davis Colorado (Hawkins new home)
far. Other than their. opening home. the competition they have experi- However, BSUfell ~horte~ch time. said. "We're hoping. sh~·c?~I.d.·a\r~'. sOmeone please let me know. Over
victory last week 'against j Idaho' .t-eneed sofar this season. I", :/; !.,,,Coach Davis and the Broncos were' -erege 5.S,which would Jlu,~her .In the past fewyears, the University of
State, BSU has already traveled "We think we've been In it with still not discouraged. the all-American class I think. 'colorado football program has'en-
to tournaments hosted by Texas all of them and none of those ·We played Washington State She's played against some really' countered more controversy than
Christian and Washington State. (losses) were at home," Davis said. and we felt like we played really tough teams.", any other school I can think of.
Both occasions subjected the team "We're growing as a team. It's all well, our strongest game for sure," As for health, the Broncos are Accusations offootball players tap-
to offensive and defensive forces still new." Davis said. "Wemade a really good only awaiting the full recovery of Ing female place kickers, recruit-
notto be taken lightly. As for the tournament, at effort for play." sophomore Robyn Hewitt who is lng violations and the departure of
"I think we're in great position Washington State this past week- The last game ofthe weekend was coming back from a cut on her ,root their head coach have all added to
with what we've done," Davis said. end, BSU left with one win and against UNLV.The Broncos had a that had been stitched up. the demise of a once-powerful pro-
"We'vebeaten some middle-of-the- two losses. Each match only lasted harder time against the Rebels and "We'll get (Hewitt) back for this gram.
road teams." three games. However, the Broncos lost in three once again. Davis felt weekend," Coach Davis said. "Her "'TheBuffalos haven't won a Big 12
Davis sees good progress devel- amassed 121 kills, 109 assists, 12 the Rebels were a good ball-control and Elise (Ardron) are our two big- Conference Championship stnce
oping on preseason goals. However, aces, 167digs and 24 blocks in the team and handled serves from the gest middles. Itwill be nice to have 2001,and they've been outscoredtn
one thing he did not expect was dif- 3-match weekend. Defensively the Bronco side of the net better than her back. That should put us at full the past two Big 12 championship
ficulties with a lineup. Broncos looked great for the tour- other teams had. strength." • 'g~es by a total of ll2-6. .
"We haven't had the same start- nament,. especially against UC "The last match was maybe not The Broncos play next this week- '., So on top of all of that, Dan
ing lineup for more than two days Davis when BSUtallied 56 digs and our best match but we served it end at the NAU Tournament in; Hawkins left a program at Boise
and that wasn't our intent," Davis 16blocks. well anyway," Davis said. "They're Flagstaff, Ariz. where they will face S~te that was shooting toward
said. "Wewere hoping to have the "We played UC Davis and just an established team; the coach has Florida International, Texas A&M- tJW elife teams in the nation and
starting lineup after the first week, played average and beat them pret- been there a fewyears. Those teams -Corpus Christi and Northern ditched out for a team that's recent
after the two-a-days. We've had ty easily," Coach Davis said. "We are right in our class." Arizona. course Is headed straight to [the
cellar of the north division In-the
B· St te gra' ds molded to c h ~~it~~ I fully u~derstand thatOlse. a ... oac=l!~~:=:::~
Former all-'UT"C he said. would, but also get to teach a class t'le only other team yearin and year
.l'1 ' VV.ll.. former Boise State GA's include on campus for some extra money. : 'Outwhich has proven to be worthy
1 h Idknew defensive coordinator Justin But the best part is what they get ofnational recognition.payers 0 ey Wilcox and new linebackers coach from Petersen and his staff. They SomovingtotheBigl2,where,You
1 £ B Viliami Tuivai. Last year's offen- go through mock interviews, lead play In the same conference as theTexas starting cornerback Tarell ro es lOr rODeos sive GA Tony Cassinerlo Is now a meetings for game planning andget likes of Nebraska, Oklahoma -and
BrownwillnotplaySaturdayagainst coach at Division III Willamette on-the-job training at the Division Texas, which have all won national
top-ranked Ohio State in the wake University. I-Alevel. championships within the past.de-
of his Monday arrest, Coach Mack BY PHI L DA I LEY BSUtight ends coach Scott Huff, "At some places," Adams cade, you get your shot at becoming
Brown said Tuesday. Idaho Press-Tribune another all-WACBronco, was a GA said,"GAssleep in the office and are . tl:ia,.t national power without play-
Tyrell Gatewood, a reserve safety the last two years at Arizona State the go-get-my-coffee-and-my-food Ing San Jose State, Utah State and
and special-teams performer ar- The pay is low and the office is before he got his first coaching job guy. What coach Petersen and (of- NewMexico State every year."
rested in the same incident also will tiny, but if you get the job your fu- this past January. . fensive line) Coach (Sean) Kugler, Now Hawkins may have played
sit out Saturday's game. ture is bright. As a graduate as- Former Bronco Andy Avalos,who do a great job of ... it's their respon- weak teams at Boise State, but rione
Asked ifthe suspensions could last sistant with some college football was an all-WAClinebacker, is In his Defensive back coach sibilitytodevelopgreatcoaches." 'or.the WACteams are as weak as
more than one game, Mack Brown programs, you might get to be the first year as a GAfor Dan Hawkins Wes Nurse is one of "They allow us to do our own Montana State.
said: "Ihaven't gotten past Saturday. person who grabs a cup of coffee, at Colorado. two graduate assls- _ thing. Our job now is to be the eyes Why do I mention Division I-AA
I'mworking on Ohio State," oris asked to clean up stlnky,worn- Petersen said he thinks players tants on the Bronco andnotthe hammer," Nurse said. Montana State, you might be ask-
Tarell Brown, a senior who has out jerseys after practice. At Boise who overachieved in their college coaching staff. Boise State takes on Oregon State I~g?Well let's Just say his Colorado
started the Longhorns' past 13 State, you're aslsed to coach. careers fit well into the mold of on Thursday. Kickoff is scheduled gig didn't get off to a great start~ as
games, 'Wasarrested early Monday Klayton Adams and Wes Nurse; coaching. That description fits well Ing from Boise State with a degree for 5:30p.m. at Bronco Stadium. the Buffs dropped an embarrassing
morning and charged withtwomis- --both- .all-WAC players for. the forAdams and Nurse. in businessm8rketing, he took a job season opener 19-10to the Bobcats.
demeanors: unlawful carrying of a Broncos during their playing days,. . ~They had to figure all these. as a finance assistant at American Altieri out for season . AlIinall,Hawkinsdidalotof81eat
'\. weapon and marijuana possession .are doing just that. Adams spends other intangible things, be smarter General in Boise.'He also tried out _things with the Boise State football
of two ounces or less. Gatewo!ld most his time at practice with the' . than everybody and outwork guys. coachingas adefensive baw coach BoIse State Head Coach Chris ;,program. He won four con'secutive
was cited for marijuana possession, offensive 'Une, while Nurse's in- They seem to be the best coaches,' at Capital High. P~tersen said Saturday that Mike conference championships prior to
as was former Texas player Aaron struction is pointed in the direction he said. "They seem to have a chip Before the 2005 season, Nurse Altieri, who left Thursday's game hIs departure and had multiple sea-
Harris, who was driving Gatewood's of the defensive backs. on their shoulder." .was accepted for a job In Chicago, . against Sacramento State with an sons with morethari 10Wins in his
car when Travis County officers Everyminute on the job is impor- Adams' transition to the job was but turned it down after Hawkins injury, wiIlbe lost for the season. five-year.stint at BSU.·:i--'~:·>;.
stopped the three. tanto "They. are really, really com- fairly simple. Mter his four years of asked him to be the team's geren-. .Th.e backup linebacker andspe- • New Head Coach~htiS Peterson
Jamie Balagia, an attorney for the petitive jobs: He_adCoach Chris playing eligibility came toa close, sive graduate assistant cial teams player tore hili ACL was handed the besto(oppiJrtum-
players, expresSeddlsappointment Petersen said. , he hung on to theteam as a student "This is much more rewarding; against the Hornets. '. ties when: Hawldnsllift,aDll hewi1l
atwhat he called a "wrong" decision Petersen said 10yearsag~ G~s assistant last year, He entertained Nurse said. "Instead-of persuading "}fe,was a very good player 0 surely Con~ue the SUccessottlie
oyMack Brown, based on evidence had a much easier time latching the thoughfof going to. Colorado people to buy a product, 1'4 rather defense and' special' teanis/ footbaUprOgram8ilJSU. . ,", ..
in the case. But he said he ultder- on with a.team, but-now most- pro-;- with Hawldns to become liGA send areilJ; U\-'Cproduct outtntothe Pe'tersensaid. "Othei-'suys'wUl' ..,Butfor.vmlrteY-er:·teason ~. .. .. ,
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The Boise State University men's
and women's cross country teams
will open their seasons at the
Nevada Chase Race, Saturday in
Reno, Nev.
The women will begin their
4,000-meter course at 9:30 a.m.,
while the men will begin their four-
mile course at 10a.m. Both compe-
titions are being held at the Bartley
Ranch Regional Park.
"These kids have been working
hard all summer," Cross Country
Coach David Welsh said. "We feel
like we have a very competitive
team this year, and we are looking
forward to kicking off our season
this weekend." .
The race is designated a handi-
cap-style event, where athletes of
equal ability start at the same time.
Seventh, eighth and high position
athletes will start first, followed by
fifth and six position athletes, third
and fourth position athletes, and
first and second position athletes.
Each set of athletes will begin 20
seconds after the group in front of
them, with the handicap times be-
ing deducted from each athlete's
time at the end of the race.
Competing with the Broncos on
the women's side will be Nevada,
Sacramento State and Utah.
Sacramento State will also be run-
ning .against the Broncos on the
men's side.
Results will be posted at www.
broncos ports. com following the
race's conclusion.
BY BRIAN LUPTAK
Sports Writer
BSU game airs on ESPN
The BSU Thursday night home
game against Oregon State will be
nationally televised on ESPN, rath-
er than it's original listing on ESPN
2.The Western Athletic Conference
had originally announced that the
Broncos would be broadcast on the
network's second station, but less
than a week ago it was discovered
that the game would in fact be the
headline game of the night for the
company.
Expected to be covering the game
in Boise is ESPNCollege-Game Day
host Chris Fowler and analyst Kirk
Herbstreit. Game time is scheduled
for 5:30p.m,
Arrested Texas players
suspended
BY JIMMY BURCH
McClatchy Newspapers
......... ,
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Oregon State place kicker
overcomes set backs
Some college coaches feel the heat
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor
Place kickers are a different
breed. Most would admit that
much, and Oregon State is no dif-
ferent. Ups and downs for a kicker
are a common aspect to the game
of football itself. Oregon State kick-
er Alexis Serna has unquestion-
ably gone through his fair share of
ups and downs in his first two
years at OSU.
The 5·8, 162-pound Junior grad-
uated from A.B.Miller High School
in Fontana, Calif., walked-on to
the Beaver program and won the
starting spot after Kirk Ylinierni
graduated in 2003. The young man
worked hard to get where he was
and had no idea what was about
to take place in the few months
ahead of him.
The red-shirted freshman won
the starting spot, replaced one of
the best kickers in school history
and had to play his first Division-I
game on the road at No. 3 LSU, in
front ofmore than 90,000 fans with
hurricane-like conditions blow-
ing around. Not that tough, right?
Just ask him. Serna's unforgettable
debut as a Beaver kicker started
the beginning of what has already
played out to become an incredible
story.
Most would say that extra points
..,
i
J. '
BY MIKE KERN
Philadelphia Dally News
There are 119 Division I-A foot-
ball programs. This year 11ofthem
have new coaches, which is actually
light compared to the turnover that
goes on in a lot of off seasons.
At Kansas State-and Wisconsin,
legends retired. At Temple and
Buffalo, new blood was desperately
needed. At Northwestern, a coach
passed away suddenly. At Boise
State, their man (Dan Hawkins) left
to take over atColorado. Sometimes,
it's like a roulette wheel. Like
Dennis Erickson, who is back for
'", ," ", . .
To appl3" stop b3"·arb:l.ter·o:f6.ces
or ,el'l1ail
bareDd.t@boisestate~eau.·. [
i
. .' .- :.. '.~
are simple. Well, on that particular
night in Baton Rouge, La, it wasn't
for Serna. His missed an extra point
on not one, not two, but three occa-
sions; the last coming in overtime,
allowing LSU to run away with a
victory it certainly did not deserve.
the image of Serna taking off his
helmet in disbelief after he missed
that third extra point was played
over and over again on sports tele-
vision stations all across the coun-
try forweeks on end.
His career had hit rock bottom,
after one game. It may be hard to
believe but it's true.
People say the key to being great
doesn't always lie in howwell you're
doing while on top, but rather how
quickly you can bounce back when
you're on the bottom. With sheer
perseverance, Alexis Serna has
taken that expression to a whole
new level.
After his first game jitters were
out, Serna pushed on and had an
outstanding freshman season. He
made 17 of his 20 attempted field
goals and was named Pac-l0 Special
Teams player of'the week twice after
making five field goals against both
Washington and Oregon. He was
named to the Pac-l0 all-freshman
team and to the College Football
News all-freshman second team,
but that was still only the begin-
ning.
During his sophomore cam-
his second stint at Idaho.
Anyway, here's a look at a few of
the guys who might want to have
a really successful season, just in
case.
Lloyd Carr, Michigan
Anational title only goes so far. And
it's been nearly a decade now any-
way. He's 1-4 against Ohio State's
Jim Tressel, which might be the
only numbers that are relevant.
Phil Fulmer, Tennessee
Hewon it all in 1998:But the Vols
have had some off-field problems,
the recruiting Is a little off and they
went 5-6 in 2005.
Larry"Coker, Miami
palgn, Serna was 23-for-28 on field
goals and didn't miss an extra
point. His season highs included
another outstanding game against
Washington, where he accounted
for ail 18 of Oregon State's points
as he connected on all six field goal
attempts, including one from 46
yards.
Serna's efforts earned him Pac-l0
first-team honors and all-American
honors from the American Football
Coaches Association. He was
named second team all-America by
the Associated Press and went on to
win the Lou Groza Award, which is
given to the nation's top place kick-
er.
Serna's turnaround has made for
one of the best recent stories in col-
lege football. Now in his third year
as the Beaver 1Cicker,he is well on
is way to becoming the school's all-
time leading scorer and most ac-
curate kicker. His ability to put the
ball between the uprights from all
distances on the.field and in hor-
rendous northwest weather has
earned him the respect from Beaver
fans abroad, regardless of that
opening game. Serna has proved
that greatness doesn't come easily.
He Is an inspiration to every ath-
lete. He's shown followers all across
the country that just because you're
down, doesn't mean you can't get
back up. In Serna's case, it's back up
to the top.
Didn't he used to be the guy who
won his first 24 games? Nice guy,
too. But he's lost nine in three-plus
seasons since then, including three
in each ofthe last two seasons. The
Hurricanes lost by37 to LSUin their
bowl game last season, and Coker
fired what seemed like half his staff.
Athird straight Peach Bowlbid isn't
the goal.
OTHERSWORTHMONITORING
Houston Nutt, Arkansas
Rich Brooks, Kentuck
Gary Pinkel, Missouri
John Bunting, North Carolina
ChuckAmato,North Carolina State
CLA.SSIFIEDS
SAY IT
BSU CLUBS/ORGANI-
ZATIONS
SIGMA ALPHA LAMB-
DA,NAT'L HONORS &
LEADERSHIP ORG. IS
SEEKING' FOUNDINGOF-
FICERS/ MEMBERSTO BE-
GIN A CAMPUSCHAPTER
at Boise State. CONTACT
RMINER@SALHONORS.
ORG
BRONCOSNEEDJOBS.
COM We need paid survey
takers In Boise. 100% FREE
to join clickon surveys.
RENT IT
ove,
to Home
Ownership!
I'requ;ilifylodayat
1~~;WJ'J.com
Itroughttoym.by
JdMto llowing Il1UlfilUJn« ~1iC1a
1-866-432-4066
f~lil/:
New Construction
First Time Home Buyers
Relocation
Investment Properties
Jessica Hunt
Real Estate
Professional
www.jessicahunt.rom
C208.4/2.1677
F208.433.4587
jhunt@hol/ondfPolty.lnfo
RENT IT·
APAR1MENT
CLASSIC N. END DU-
PLEX. 1br&bonus rm Hard-
wood 1017 N. 5th $500 602-
2539
. ROOMMATE
ROOM FOR RENT In cozy
house. Female preferred. No
pets. 12 min drive to BSU.
$300MtoM.667-1650
1,2 & 3 BR includes all
appliances plus WID
Large pool and spa,'
24 Hour Fitness Center
Tanning beds and
much morel .
Askabout our terrific
move-in specials
Calltoday
. SELL IT
AUTO
AUTO 1996Green FordTau-
rus V-fJ,4 door, power locks
and windows,automatictrans.
$33OO0BOcall TanyaorBillat
922-2055or 691-0096.
CASH PAID FOR UN-
WANTED CARS. 206-629-
6546 Garden City
1993 CHEVY CORSICA
4 cylinders automatic 4 door
Blue$5950bo206-629-6546
MISC.
ROLLING STONES
TICKETS IDCenter Nov14-
SecA11 RowM-$350 each or
$2700 for6-
john@eyclold.orgor 467-4204
WORK IT
Join Lewl .. CLuk Senic~
Corpt AmeriCorpt Progrlm
ttl make ,) dttl('TNrt' In tbc
Ih'€i'I of others whilt' oammg ..
thing allowance and iI
suhstanttal educattnn award.
Call Jana M,m<;flcld,al (2Q;\l)
1t&f~n7 tor
Intormaran.
Dtm'l It!t this .amazing
opportunity pa.y; YlIU by!
853·5253
WORK-IT
PART-TIME
JANITOR POSITION
Ambitious person
wanted for Tues,(12
noon -5pm)Thurs, and
Sat? ( 10 am -Ipm ) to
help clean est. Night-
club downtown, Start-
ing wage $8.00 (208)
345-7557
Classified ads may be placed three ways: em911:c1assiflelii
@arbiteronline.com, phone. 345-8204 ext. 100, or stop ~
the office at 1605 University Drive. (across from the SUB).
CHILD CARE PROVIDER
InmyN End home, M-F3:15-
6:00pm. 2 kids ages 6 and 6.
(206)371-6609$6-10/hrDOE
MODELS
ACTORS, EXTRAS,
MODELS
Students needed for Ida-
ho's Films, T. V., Extras,
Modeling.
Daily rates $72-$770. No
expo Not a school. 208-
433-9511 (208) 433-9511
JOB FAIR_I". ,.~) . " -. -;.
FRPM has nearly 100
rentals next to BSU.
No need for ncar here!
Studios,
1 bedroom,
2 bedroom, and
3 bedroom DISCOUNT.
Cr e a t e chnnge
wit h in .1'0111"1811
Sp"rk growth
in o t h e r lives
En r n !!ltlntly for you,.
education
APPOINTMENT SET-
TERSNEEDED
Part Time Flexible
Hours
Impact Wireless is look-
ing for motivated in-
dividuals to help set
appointments for our
sales team. No experi-
ence neccessary. On the
job training is provided.
(208) 939-0179 (208)
939-0179
Wed. Sept. '13th
9 a.m. to 3 ~.m.
607 NampaBlvd
Hiring for a new Denny's in
Menaian as well as Boise
and Nampa.
All Positionsl All Shiftsl
Managers, Cooks, Servers,
Hostesses ...Dishwashers,
and Busboys.
INTERVIEW TODAY
Start Immediately I
Top Wages for the Best
Employeesl
CW~'"center
_·1·:iI~._\\~r
··On-andoff-
campus lobs
and Internships'.
for current and.
graduaUng·=:;~~~S:'1r"
. .·Check out . ~ .
'6r(j,iCU 'i
;8QI&l •••ur 1)1If''''llll'HI' •
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sibilant signal
5 Rubs oat
9 Dismay
14 Merry sounds
15 Winglike parts
16 Violent tirades
17 Night in Nice
18 Dish with stock
19 Make changes to
20 Shaq or Tatum
22 Q-U connection
23 Sal of "Rebel
Without a
Cause"
24 Clawed
monkeys
26 Pot starters
27 Eisenhower and
Turner
28 Actress Farrow
29 Pub pint
32 Teaching
38 Soft-drink flavor
40 South Korea's
capital
41 Hosiery shade
42 Snack on a stick
45 Pull out to sea
46 Passing craze
47 Software _
support person
49 Washes
52 Retired trotter,
perhaps
57 Papal bull
58 Do wrong -
59 Upright
60 "Beau
61 Rockies resort
63 Steep, rugged
rock
64 Make fit
65 St. Vincent
Millay
66 Tortoise's rival
67 Discover
68 Photog's strips
69 Singles
DOWN
1 _ Penh,
Cambodia
2 Dry-heat bath
3 More timid
4 Japanese mat
5 PAU's successor
6 Waters south of
Celebes
JOIN
AMERfCORPS
Imp'llwww k!< _~dU/ilml'rbn)o<l1
(208) 884·6727
COMICS
~ ... ' --•. \ , •• , -~_.,. <-.- ,
WAITRESS' WANTED" .
Two barbeque resta-
raunts need 4 bright per-
sonalities to serve beer
and barbeque. Pay is
$6 hr. plus tips. flexible
hours. Contact Danielle
(208) 283-3405
© 2006 Tribune MediaServices, Inc.
All rights reserved.
7 Infamous soul
seller
8 Clan divisions
9 Biblical .
language
10 Divide into thin
layers
11 Representative
12 Zellweger of
"Chicago"
13 Precursor to
Windows
21 Mischievous god
25 Perceived
28 Pondered
29 Dramatic
division
30 London W.C.
31 Santa's helper
330utscore
34 Breaking open, .
as under
pressure
35 Hockey. rink
36 Globe
37 Essence
39 Pretender
43 Part of EST
Solutions
44 Sound on the
rebound
48 Head cheese
49 tender
50 One Astaire
51 Post-card .
scene
52 ''The_
Samurai"
53 Exchange
54 Aired again
55 Catch
56 Advantages
62 _ Cruces, NM
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Place your classified ads online @
arbiteron Iine.C·Olll
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~ THAT REMINDS ME ~
@ OF THE TIME I RAN :;
~ OUT OF STAPLES AND J!1 HAD TO USE GLUE. ~
THE ENEMY WAS
LESS THAN FIFTY
FEET AWAY AND I"\Y
ONLY HOPEWAS TO
CALL FOR AN AIR
STRIKE.
; )
STEVE, ASK EVERY-
ONE IN THE DEPART-
MENT TO SIGN THIS
BIRTHDAY CARD FOR
MY SECRETARY.
AND THEN
A SNIPER
SPOTTED
I"\E.
~
MY
GLUE
WAS
BAD.
e
I'VE LED MEN IN
COMBAT AND THIS
IS THE SORT OF
ASSIGNMENT YOU
GIVE ME???
E
8
t:
:l!
~~:=:=:JiL---~~u....li;i,,-""-'
WHAT ARE YOU GOING
TO WEAR TO TED'S
WEDDING?
ALSO, RUN DOWN TO
THE CONVENIENCE
STORE AND BUY HER
SOMETHING FLUFFY
OR ORANGE.
THEN SHE SHRIEKED
SOME NONSENSE ABOUT
SPENDING SIX l'\ONTHS
SHOPPING FORSI-lOES
AND STARTED To'
PUNCHME.
WHATEVER COMES
UP IN THE ROTATION ..
HOROSCOPES
BY LINDA C. BLACK
TRIBUNEMEDIASER,VICES
i
1
. ~.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.~)
Today is a 6 - You get to be (he
referee, a job you do very wrll.
You're tested, too, but you can
stay cool, Don't let them iee
you sweat. ;;:
Capricorn (~ec. 22-Jan. 1~
Today is an 8 - One of (he
ways you keep the adv4n-
tage is by paying· att~n-
tion. Don't take a rumor fat
face value. Make sure ypu
know the real story. ;.
•
,Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)1,: _
Today is a 5 - It seems. t9at
you have enough money topo
whatever you want. That ntilY
be true, but if you're sm$t,
you'll start by paying off yd'ur
.Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) bills. .:
Today is a 5 - You like to lis- :
ten to all points of view, and Pisces (Feb.19-March20) ~
encourage compro~ise. You Today is an 8 - There willJ>e
don't have to do that all the resistance,so don'tgoblith~ly
time, however. It's OKto have .off without. being '._prepartd.·
Gemini (May 21-June 21) strong opinions. Don't be stopped by thlfe
Today isa S-Ifyonrobjec- whodisagreewithyou.Outtit
tives involve others, getthem Scorpio'(Oct!23-Nov.2I) .. them.. . . -' ·t,
()nyoUrteam·Whysho.uldyou . Todayisan8-You have the '. . . ..J
....,1l(!Ve'19.!c4Qt:.v~rrt19!tg·LTha! .•.';autlloritYiloW;;Shov(y,ju.aISD... ,-<- _.....-:".~_,._ ,,::~~.~:.;=:£~.•..
. justdoesn'tmake·senSe. : ..• < have the wiSdrim. Don't waste ---: .-.. '. 'MiIDlAs~'
'~TI' \•• """".C·'·I , •..••-,•.;,-.~'.=".:~{'::J,.':,;-c~c.·2_L-'c·~co.<~'''~-1"(}ur-tiIne.:or.moncyoIlshlny.,•.•.·; e~~li1~;;( .•,;Ia. i.1" ~~~
' .•CIlJl~r(Jun,,~:::J~~);·, ..i··trlnkets;GO.forth~ gofjdst¢k .• . '. . .·...~ii.ii~~~~~~~~~~~~;'~;~~Iii~..!~'~··'!'I1~O~d~a~iS~a 9~-!Yi!ou!re~leia~ilDin." .. ' .... ;. .- - ,
Today's Birthday (09-07-06)
You're very strong this year,
and yet you get farther by
showing compassion. You'll Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
achieve stability by being Today is a 6 - Fixing up your
flexible. To get the advantage, home is a way to buy a few
check the day's rating: 10 is the things you like, and making
easiest day, 0 the _most chal- your savings account grow, si-
lenging. • multaneously. It's a wonderful
.thing.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 5 - Old routines re-
qUire renovation, to handle a
heavier load. Edit out the ac-
tivities that you can 'do with-
out.
Taurus (Apn120-May 20)
Today is an. 8 - The key is to
give the glory to others; Bydo-
ing that, you gain a larger per-
, spective. This, of course, gives
you another advantage.
quickly, so don't even worry if
you don't have all the answers.
.Flgure out where to start
looking for them, and jump
into the game.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 -You're advancing
to the next level, so there'll be
more things to learn. Also pay
. attention to a coach you know .
yo~ can trust.
----
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·eI' MY MUSIC •
'1 ....'\11 Sonu~,
2. Play lists •
3. Artists
4.·Genres
5. Albums'
.~~~6. Selli~ ~ .
7. Get V CAST Music
8. Sync Music
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We never stop workinqtor YOL!o .•. ~.., ." .' -- ..
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BY 'AKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
Every football season acts as a
farewell tour for another Boise State
senior class. While every game is
important, there are always one or
two games on a schedule that stand
out as the ones players want to play
their best in.
For senior quarterback Jared
Zabransky, one last game against
Oregon State is one last chance to
make sure the Beavers realize what
they could, have had if they'd taken a
chance on him four years ago.
Zabransky grew up playingfootball
in a' small northeast Oregon town,
looking at Oregon State as one of the
programs he would one day like to be
a part of. Despite a great high school
career at Hermiston High School,
neither the University of Oregon nor
Oregon State showed much interest
in the budding star.
Being faced with limited options,
Zabransky picked Boise State and
has never looked back on his way to
a record book career at BSU.
"Itbasically came down to here and
(University of) Idaho because they
were my only two offers," Zabransky
said.
"(Oregon State) and Oregon both
recruited me, but it wasn't anything
special. Oregon State asked me to
walk on real late, but there-was no
chance of that. I'm glad I came here,
and Iwouldn't change it foranything
else."
This year's meeting with OSUwill
be the third time Zabransky has
faced the Beavers as a starter. In
the previous two games, Jared has
done his fair share of damage to the
Oregon State defense.
In 2004 Zabransky completed 20
of34 passes for 225 yards with three
touchdowns. Jared also rushed for 73
yards and a touchdown en route to a
53-34win.
Lastyear Zabransky's performance
was almost identical, throwing for
233 yards and three touchdowns
with 19 completions on 36 attempts
in the 30-27Bronco loss.
With one final showdown coming
Thursday night, Zabransky is hope-
ful that his final gam.e against OSU
will be his best. Atask, however, that
won't be easy to complete.
"I feel a little extra motivated to get
after these guys," Zabransky said.
"Everybody that comes to Boise State
was slightly 'overlooked or they're
from a small school that didn't get
any looks. All of us feel like we're big-
time players so it's kind of a "chip on
the shoulder" mentality."
In his two seasons leading the
Bronco offense with a chin {In his
shoulder, Zabransky has f~und his
way into the top five in the BSU re-
cord books for total offensive yards
during a season and a career, as well
as top five for single season passing
yards and career passing yards.
Jared also landed in the top five
for single season completions in
both 2004 and 2005. Needless to say,
Zabransky has proved his worth to
everyone that overlooked him in
high school, including, of course,
Oregon State.
. As for the rest of the team, Oregon
State will give the Broncos a perfect
opportunity to evaluate their prog-
ress from the end oflast year. Having
a game against a team from a major
conference year in and year out gives
BSUa chance to gauge its progress on
a national level. Awin against a pro-
gram like Oregon State will also bring
increased credibility to the Western
Athletic Conference, helping Boise
State's push to a BowlChampionship
Series bowl game.
"Vou know we need to take advan-
tage ofthe opportunities," Zabransky
said. "The WAC had a pretty good
showing last week, even though we
didn't win very many games ..That's
something we have to do to help this
conference out and gain a little more
respect. But you know, we're focused
on what we have to do, we have to
play well against Oregon State. If
those other teams win, that's good
for them, but we're really focused on
Oregon State."
Thursday's game against OSU
will be the fourth meeting between
the two teams in as many seasons.
Despite the recent growth in the ri-
valry, however, OSU isn't on Boise
State's schedule for any seasons in
the near future.
The absence of the Beavers could
end up leaving a void in the Bronco
schedule for years to come.
"II:
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"Wefeel like we match up very well
with these guys," Zabransky said.
"Every time we have the opportuni-
ty to play at Pac-l0 team, especially
getting them at home two years out
of the four is a great opportunity for
us."
"I think it's become' a rivalry,"
Zabransky said. "Any time you have
two pretty evenly matched teams,
that come out and want to win the
football game and want to play hard;
it turns into good football games,
exciting football games. I think that
kind of builds a rivalry. I would be
excited to see them try and keep it on
the schedule."
So with all the story lines sur-
rounding this year's game and the
game being the last between these
two great football programs for at
least a couple. years; it is only fitting
that the Oregon grown boy will be
leading Boise State down the field
Thursday night.
"This has been a great piece of my
history," Zabransky said. "Toplay an
Oregon school, and to play them as
tough as we have. It's something that
1will treasure forever."
"E'
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WAC honors week one stand-outs
OFFENSIVE PLAYER Of THE WEEK
Fresno State running back Dwayne Wright, a junior from
San Diego, Calif (West Hills College), rushed for 158yards and
three touchdowns on 26 carries In Fresno State's 28-19 win
over Nevada on Friday night.
It was his first game back In nearly two years due to a severe
knee Injury. He scored on runs of I, 40 and 9 yards. His last
touchdown came In the fourth quarter after Nevada had cut
the lead to 21-19.
DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Boise State linebacker Colt Brooks, a senior from Boise,
Idaho (Bishop Kelly HS), made a team-high eight tackles, In-
c1udlng one for a loss of five yards, In the Broncos' 45-0 shutout
of Sacramento State.
He also Intercepted a pass that led to a Boise State touch-
down In the first quarter. Brooks helped limit the Hornets to
just 82 yards of total offense. .
SPECIAL TEAMS PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Boise State punter KyleStringer, a senior from Humble, Texas
(Humble HS), averaged 50.2 yards per punt on four attempts In
Boise State's win over Sacramento State.
His longest punt was for 52yards and three were downed In-
side the 20-yard line.
FIVE WAC/PAC-10 MATCHUPS
This week, the WACwill face five Pac-10 opponents. Boise
State hosts Oregon State on Thursday night followed by four
Saturday games: Idaho at Washington State, Stanford at San
Jose State, Nevada at Arizona State and Oregon at Fresno
State.
Thursday's game will be on ESPNwhile the Oregon-Fresno
State game will be shown on ESPN2. The conferences meet
nine times this year with one game already in the books as San
Jose State lost at Washington last week, 35-29.
Last year, the conferences met eight times with the Pac-lO
winning each game.
The WAChas lost 11 consecutive' games against Pac-10 op-
ponents with its last win coming on Sept. 10,2004 when Boise
State beat Oregon State, 53-34.
TEAM-BY-TEAM NOTES
Boise State Broncos (1-0, a-a WAC)
Beat Sacramento State 45-0 last Thursday and was one of six
teams to shut out its opponent last week ... Ian Johnson rushed
13 times for 89 yards and two touchdowns In the game ... the
Broncos open with their first two games being played on a
Thursday ... senior Drlsan James has caughta pass l!i 25 con-
secutive games, the longest active streak in the WAC... senior
QB Jared Zabransky has rushed for 26 touchdowns in his ca-
, reer ... is the top scoring team In the nation since 2000 with 42.1
points per game ... Is 37-3 all-time In WACgames ... has won 46
of its last 48 home games and 25 consecutive conference games
at home ... has never lost a WAChome game (20-0) ... has won
46 games since 2002, tied for the second most of any team In
the country.
Fresno State Bulldogs (1-0, 1-0 WAC)
'Snapped its four-game losing streak with a 28-19 win over
Nevada last week ... played five true freshmen In the game
against Nevada (P Robert Malone, RB Lonyae Miller, RB
Anthony Harding, CBA.J. Jefferson and ,CBDamlon Owens) ...
Is now 9-1 In home openers under head coach Pat Hill ... enters
the Oregon game with an 18-18record ve!sus Pac-10 opponents
since 1980 ... senior center KyleYoung has started 40 consecu-
tive games, the longest active streak in the nation ." senior WR
Joe Fernandez has caught a pass In 24 consecutive ·games, tied
for the second longest streak In the WAC... the Bulldogs have
played In seven consecutive bowl games, the longest streak of
any western U.S. school.
Hawai'i Warriors (0-1, 0-0 WAC)
UH committed three turnovers at Alabama, but none led to
any Crimson Tide points ... QBColt Brennan threw for 91yards
In the first half at Alabama before going 20-of-26 for 259 yards
and two touchdowns In the second half ... Ryan Grice-Mullen
caught six passes for 109 yards and a touchdown ... Davone
Bess caught a game-high eight passes for 74 yards ... June
Jones challenged a touchdown ruling that was overturned and
Alabama had to settle for a field goal ... Hawai'i drove down to
the Alabama 26-yard line at the end ofthe game with a chance
to tie, but had three incomplete passes to end the game ... UH
finished second in the country in passing the past five consec-
utive seasons.
Idaho Vandals (0-1, 0-0 WAC)
Has a four-game losing streak after a 27-17 loss at Michigan
State ... Idaho scored a touchdown on a 13-yard pass from
Steve Wichman to Lee Smith that cut Michigan State's lead to
seven in the fourth quarter ... Tino Amancio made a 49-yard
field goal ... Amancio is replacing first-team all-WACperform-
er Mike Barrow who tore his ACLover the summer to end his
career ...David Vobora had 16 tackles at Michigan State while
Josh Bousman added 10... Dennis Erickson returns this season
to Idaho where he started his head coaching career (1982-85)
... Erickson also coached one year in the WACwhen he was at
Wyoming In 1986 ... the Vandals will play two of Erickson's for-
mer teams this season (Washington State and Oregon State).
Louisiana Tech Bulldogs (0-1, a-a WAC)
Lost at Nebraska, 49-10 ... the Bulldogs scored to make it 14-
10late In the second quarter, but then allowed five consecutive
touchdowns ... in his first start, Zac Champion completed 12-
of-27 passes for 231 yards with a touchdown and an intercep-
tion ... Mark Dillard led the Bulldogs in rushing last year with
672 yards but has been moved to safety this season and made
four tackles at Nebraska ... junior PK Danny Horwedel is the
, WAC's active career leader in made field goals with 27 will
play 13 games this season, the most In school history over
the last four years, Tech has posted wins over Oklahoma State
(2002), Michigan State (2003), No. 17Fresno State (2004) and
No. 23 Fresno State (2005).
Nevada Wolf Pack (0-1, 0-1 WAC)
Had Its five-game winning streak snapped at Fresno
State ... the Wolf Pack trailed 21-6 hefore scoring two touch-
downs to get to 21-19, but gave up a touchdown run in the
fourth quarter to lose, 28-19 to the Bulldogs ... sophomore
Mike McCoy caught both of Jeff Rowe's touchdown passes ...
McCoy'finished with four catches for 56yards ... senior Robert
Hubbard rushed for 103yards in the game, his third career 100-
yard rushing game ... also opened the 2004 season with a loss
In a conference game (at Louisiana Tech) ... senior WR Caleb
Spencer has caught a pass in 24 consecutive games, tied for the
second longest streak iii the WAC... the Pack has not been shut
out In 305 games (Sept. 27, 1980), the longest active streak in
the country.
New Mexic'o State Aggies (1-0, a-a WAC)
Beat Southeastern Louisiana last week to snap its 13-game
losing streak which had been the longest in the nation ... ju-
nior RB Justine Buries had his fifth 100-yard rushing game
last week with 115yards and a touchdown ... Chase Holbrook
threw for 381 yards in the win, the 10th most ever for an Aggie
in a game ... Holbrook also scored on a one-yard run in the
third quarter, the only score of the second half ... both Chris
Williams and Derek Dubois caught seven passes ... Williams
had a game-high 146receiving yards while Dubois added 93 ...
NewMexico State will play seven home games for the first time
in its history ... head coach Hal Mumme needs two wins to get
to 100for his career.
San Jose State Spartans (0-1, 0-0 WAC)
Spartan QBAdam Tafralis completed 28-of-35 passes for 323
yards and three touchdowns In the 35-29 loss at Washington
... opens the season with two Pac-l0 opponents for the first
time since 1995 ... has a seven-game home schedule for the
first time as a Division I'A school ... senior John Broussard has
caught a pass In 23 consecutive games, the fourth longest ac-
tive streak In the WAC... has lost 13straight road games ... head
coach Dick Tomey is in his second stint in the WACafter coach-
ing at Hawai'l from 1977-86 ... Tomey is one of three coaches
(Paul "Bear" Bryant and George Welsh) in NCAAhistory to be
the winnlngest football coach at multiple schools ." he is the
AFCA's3rd Vice-President in 2006.
Utah State Aggles (0-1, 0-0 WAC)
Opened Its season with a 38·7 loss at Wyoming ... it was the
Aggies' ninth straight season -opening loss ...Utah State trailed
just 17-7going into the fourth quarter ... the only Aggie touch-
down came on a 45-yard Antonio Taylor Interception return ...
itwas Taylor's third career interception ... itwas also the first in-
terception returned for a touchdown by an Aggie since Toriano
Taulogo returned one against NewMexico State in 2004 ...Utah
State had just five first downs and ran only 48 offensive plays in-
the game ... last year, the Aggies averaged 68 plays per game ...
junior WRKevin Robinson has caught at least two passes in 18
consecutive contests. '
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Beavers have experience on both sldes.of the football
. BY KYE JOHNSON AsslstantSportsEdltor .
Oregon State University football's biggest question mark on offense this year will be how to replac~All-America
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handedly disrupting the Bronco secondary. Hass was awarded the Biletnikoff Trophy for being named the nation's
top receiver in 2005. Despite losing Hass to graduation, the Beavers return nearly everyone else from last year's
offensive unit, and will try to keep progressing under second-year offensive coordinator Danny Lang!!do.rf.
Quarterback - year by junior Ryan Gunderson and red-shirt He finished the season with an average of for the Beavers this season.
Despite a fewmid-season struggles last year, Freshman Sean Canfield. 148.8 yards per game, and only looks to lm-
Head Coach Mike Riley named Senior Matt prove upon those numbers with his entire of-
Moore (6-4, 193)the starting quarterback again Running Back - fenslve line returning this season.
for 2006. Junior running back Yvenson Bernard Bernard Isn't just a threat on the ground;
Moore threw for 2,711yards last season with (5-9, 204) Is undoubtedly one of the top run- however. His versatl1lty and receiving ability
11 touchdowns, but also had 19 Interceptions nlng backs In the Pac-l0 and maybe the may be what separates him from other top run-
on the year. entire nation. nlng backs.
Those numbers will need to Improve, par- Bernard ranked fourth In the Pac-l0 In rush- Bernard caught 37 passes last year for 316
tlcularly because he doesn't have a bona fide Ingyardslastseason, finishing with 1,321yards yards coming out of the backfield; the fourth
playmakerat receiver anymore. on the ground along with 13 rushing touch- highest amount of receptions on the team.
Although Moore was named the starter, he downs. Bernard had sixgames In which he ran Based on his performance last year, Bernard
will likely be pushed for the starting job all for ovet.120 yards. wl1\ definitely be the premier offensive threat
Receivers -
As big of a loss the Beavers take with the-;·...
graduation of all-time leading receiver Mike
Hass, they get nearly as big of a gain with the
return of tight end JoeNewton.
Newton sat out all of last year after sustain-
Ing a broken leg prior to the start of the 2005
season. In 2004 Newton caught 56 passes for
687 yards and 7 touchdowns.
See Beavers [page7] IW
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Hard work and smooth moves: new members bring a fresh face to university athletics
BY SHARON STRAUSS
Idaho Press-Tribune
"Five, six, seven, eight," echoes
inside the gymnastics room on the
Boise State campus. "What did I do
wrong? Will you' watch my tuck?'
In blue shorts and orange T-shirts,
19 cheerleaders make the floor
shake with a series of group back
flips during a daily squad prac-
tice, all the while talking back and
forth under the guidance of three
coaches.
Just days into the fall semester,
the Boise State cheerleading squad
is shaping up their routines and
their athleticism. The daily two-
hour practices don't phase this
squad, described as self-motivated
and hardworking by their coach.
The team has a fresh face this
year. Many of the members are
first-year students, bringing en-
thusiasm plus a myriad of skills
including tumbling to dancing, to
the squad.
. "Wehave a really talented group
of ladies,' Coaching DirectorJulie
Stevens said. "We're still look-
ing for a few guys." With 19 squad
members, all the cheerleaders are
female this year save for Mountain
Home junior Troy Allen. Only five
girls on the squad are return mem-
bers from last year.
"They push themselves every
day. On game day they will be
here three hours before the game,'
Stevens said.
The team's strengths are already
starting to show.
"They're very good at group
stunting. They are a real positive
group. They work well together,'
Stevens said. The team works un-
der the eye of Stevens, plus assis-
tant coach Jonathan Wood and
gymnastics coach Bill Steinbach.
There's no drama; no conflicts
the cheerleaders say,which makes
their practices run smoothly and -
contributes to the good vibes that
permeate the team.
Following the demanding try-
outs, the ones who make the team
have their work cut out for them.
Stevens ticks off the iist of skills
needed for the sport of cheerlead-
ing. "They have to be very athletic.
They have to do chants throughout
a game. They do pushups every
time after we score. They do tum-
bling, dancing. They build pyra-
mids."
.The try-outs themselves were
a workout in and of their own.
Potential members must learn a
dance, a fight song and a game-ac-
tion cheer. They 'have to perform
two tumbling passes, a back-hand-
spring and a toe-touch. If they can
do specialty jumps, they can throw
those in too.
Stevens has watched cheerlead-
ing evolve since she started coach-
ing 24 years ago. "It's a lot more
physical now," she said.
Senior Captain Chrissy Popadlcs
of Boise is no stranger to the sport.
With eight years of cheerleadlng
under her belt, plus another dozen
as a gymnast, she brings solid ath-
letics to the team.
"Cheerleaders don't usually get a
lot of respect,' she said. "WeWant
to prove that we are athletes and
we dowork as hard as anybody."
Kerrl Dunn, a freshman from
Boise, said she loves being part
of the team. "It's a lot' of work put
into it. Our whole squad has a re-
ally good work ethic," said Dunn,
whose goal for the year is to pull
off a championship performance at
nationals this year.
All that hard work translates into
fluid moves on the field. Eachmem-
ber brings a different set of skills
and strengths to the team. "There's
such a mixed group of people. We
have really strong stunters, really
good tumblers, really great jump- •
ers," said Idaho Falls freshman
Kaysha Sparks.
"I fly,"explains Jenna Lineberger
when asked her specialty, which
means she's the one who gets
thrown into the air a lot. In her
second year on the .squad, the
Boise sophomore said she admires
the cohesiveness of this new team,
adding that everybody seems fo-
cused on the work at hand.
The practices happen everyday,
squeezed among class loads and
jobs.
"I'm not really used to it yet.
It's just the first week," Idaho
Falls freshman Liz Kvamme said.
"Nobody on this team fights, there
are no conflicts," she said of the
level ofteamwork apparent already.
The squad works together to always
put their best faces forward.'r,
IH'".,.,........ '
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Beavers [from page 51
Joe Lemma (6-3,255).
Lemma has 23 career starts at defensive end
for OSU,but like Van Orsow hasn't put up huge
numbers.
In the middle, the Beavers will start boast
some size with Senior Ben Siegert (6-4, 288)
and Junior Curtis Coker (6-1,309).
Siegert has more starts than any other player
on the OSUroster coming into the season with
25.He came up with 4.5 tackles for loss and two
sacks last season, helping Oregon State's al-
ways stingy run defense to yet another Pac-1O'
best rushing defense.
Coker will add some good size in the middle,
for the Beavers, but his inexperience may playa
role early in the season. He only accounted for .J.
one sack last season at Washington. He was a
reserve on the defensive line all of last season.
His big frame (6-7,256)makes for a great tar-
get in the middle of the field and provides sta-
ble blocking on the edge. The Beaver receiving
corps will be looking for a go-to-guy this year.
Junior Anthony Wheat-Brown (6-1, 218) Is the
leading candidate to be that guy.
Wheat-Brown has gone for exactly 400 yards
per season his first two years, but look for those
numbers to go up now that he may be in the
spotlight. The other two players expected to
make some plays for Oregon State at receiver
are Senior Ruben Jackson (5-10,197)and Junior
Sammie Stroughter (6-0, 183).
Offensive Line -
The Beavers most experienced group ofplay-
ers returning lies within the offensive line, All
five starters from last season are back again
and made noticeable improvements through-
out the year in 2005.
The two senior tackles are big andexpe-
rienced, Adam Koetes (6-6, 294) and Josh
Linehan (6-5, 305) have both started 23 games
in their careers at offensive line and are the only
seniors starting'on this year's offensive line.
At Guard, the Beavers will start junior Roy
Schuening (6-4, 318) who is experienced. He
started 23 consecutive games.
At the other Guard, Sophomore Jeremy Perry
(6-2, 313) wiIl look to continue his already
bright young career. Perry. earned honors as
the co-freshman player of the year in the Pac-
10last season and was named to the freshman
All-American team by the sporting news and
college football news.
Perry is definitely the Beavers' brightest up
and coming talent at lineman. Rounding out
the group that returns all of its starters is center
KyleDeVan (6-2, 294).
The overaIl experience of the Beaver offen-
sive line this season should help Oregon State
improve on its already potent offense, particu-
larly in the running game in front of Bernard.
Special Teams-
Junior place-kicker Alexis Serna has seen his
share of ups and downs throughout his first
two years as the Beavers kicker. ,
Serna was the Lou Groza award winner in •
2005 for being the best college kicker in the
country. He returns this season as one of the
nation's top place-kickers, giving Oregon.State
an advantage with special teams over most of
its opponents.
Taking over the punting. duties will be true
freshman Kyle Loomis. Loomis was a solid
punter and place-kicker in high school and
will take over the duties for Sam Paulescu who
averaged 43.0yards per punt last season.
Afalava (5-11, 198)started the final four games
of the 2005 season for Oregon State and is con-
sidered to be one of the best up and coming tal-
ents in the program. He finished the year with
32 tackles, impressive numbers for the limited
action he saw as a freshman.
The Cornerback position is what plagued the
'Beaver defense all year long in 2005, and they
likelywon't use any new players.
They rotate between three guys; Sophomores
Brandon Hughes (5-11,.174),and Keenan Lewis
(6-1, 194) and Junior Gerard Lawson (5-11,
190). .
The three corners combined for a grand total
of zero interceptions last season, and opposing
offenses made a point of picking on them each
week. But with all the experience they return
this year, the secondary should be extremely
improved.
In the season-opening win against Division
I-AAEastern Washington, the Beaver second-
ary only aIlowed 140passing yards.
program. Rudolph had multiple disciplinary
issues during his time with the team, which ul-
timately led to his departure.
The loss of Rudolph weakened the depth at
defensive end, a position in which OSUdesper-
ately needs someone to step up and become a
serious playmaker.
The starters at the moment are Junior Jeff
Van Orsow (6-4, 266) who started all 11gaines
last season but only had one sack and Senior
,iii
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Defense
Linebackers-
The corps oflinebackers Oregon State brings
back is the most unproven and inexperienced
part of the defense. The graduation of Trent
Bray and Keith Ellison, the Beavers' top two
tacklers from one year ago, left a huge gap to be
fiIled in the heart of the OSUdefense.
Juniors Joey LaRocque (6-4, 230) and Alan
Darlin (6-1, 251)are relatively unknown to the
Beaver defense. LaRocque is a first-year junior
coIlege transfer from College of the Canyon.
Darlin has been waiting in the wings for his
chance to start as he has spentmost of his ca-
reer as a special teams player.
Junior Derrick Doggett is the most experi-
enced player in the linebacking corps in 2006.
Doggett (6-3, 210)has made a name for himself
as a punt blocker in his first two seasons.
He has already forced three blocked punts in
his career. He ranked fifth on the Beavers team
in tackles last season, and was named to the AIl
Pac-1Osecond team last year for his efforts.
The Beavers needed to improve their defense
in one major area this off-season to help turn
the tides from last year's seventh place finish in
the Pac-l0 Conference.
That area: Pass Defense.
The Beaver secondary ranked dead last in the
Pac-l0 in 2005, aIlowing more than 290 pass-
ing yards per game and giving up a conference
worst 31 passing touchdowns. With mostly all
the key players from last year's secondary com-
ing back, experience should prove to be vital. ."Secondary-Senior strong safety Sabby PisciteIIi is oneof the. most-proven' and most-feared safeties
in the country. His intimidating size (6-3, 225)
and knack for being around the baIl aIlowed
him to make more than 50 tackles last season.
He intercepted four passes as weIl.
PisciteIli was also named to the pre-season
Bronco Nagurksi watch list for the top defen-
sive back in the country. But he will need much
additional help this year.
His supportingcastwiII consist ofthree soph-
omores and a junior. Sophomore free safety AI
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Defensive Line-
The Beavers defensive line took a blow late
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